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The extreme height is only 4 1-2 feet, yet the mirror is 60 inches wide. She
pillars on either side are detached and thrown about 10 inches forward or*the
back. This gives a wide, roomy shelf above the mirror.
The panels are recessed with burl centres. The drawer fronts are convexed. The
trimmings are of solid brass. It is really a beautiful piece.
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Here is a sideboard of the present year.
and it is all tinged with classic ardor.
Straight lines, simplicity of pattern, extreme width to depth, oval fronts and
cross-banded edges are strongly in cvi-
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There is no lack of colonial feeling in the
<lesigns of the new century. In every
room in the house the colonial influence
is spreading, and we sell nearly as many
antique patterns this year as we do
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100,1X10 French Acadians in the province
despite the tyrannical deportation of
years ago.

Is owned and published by the

Wk beg to acknowledge the receipt of
an invitation from the Rev. .lames
O'Doherty, pastor of St. James' Church,
a corporatio i organized under the laws Haverhill, to attend the consecration
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, of that edifice on Sunday, Sept. 9.
and consisting of one hundred of the
The use of the Douay version of the
leading Catholic clergymen of New
Bible
in schools where the majority of
England.
the children are Catholics is a matter
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The repairs on the famous Sainte Chapelle in Paris, that have been going on
for the past seventy years, have been
completed ; and the scaffolding which
so long concealed the beautiful structure
has been removed.
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peace."

is

most of the Protestant churches in their
friendly attitude towards the negroes.

It is stated that Bishop Anzer of the
diocese of Shantung in China has
started on his return to that dangerous
mission-field, with instructions from the
Pope as to the manner in which Catholic missions are to act during and after
the hostilities.
A plenary synod will be held this
year in Maynooth College, consisting of
the Irish bishops and archbishops and
the mitred abbot of Mt. Melleray, Cardinal Logue presiding. The first plenary
synod in modern times was held fifty
years ago at Thurles, and the second
at Maynooth twenty-five years later.

On the feastof St. Joachim, Pope Leo's
patron, cardinals and bishops gathered
at the Vatican tocongratulate the Holy
Father. After speaking for some time
himself, he introduced Archbishop Ireland, who spoke at some length to the

ing will be erected later. The school
Saturday, Aug. 25, 1900. for
homeless or neglected boys.

ECCLESIASTICAL ITEMS.
The school year of the Academy of
the Sisters of St. Joseph, Allston, opens
on Tuesday next.
A bust of the late Sir John Thompson,
Catholic prime minister of Canada, has
been unveiled in Halifax.
The devotion of the Forty Hours will

take place next week at St. Stephen's
Church, South Framingham.

from.

Mt.,St. James' Industrial School at
In commending the work of Father
Millbury, Mass., is ready to be occupied. Slattery among the colored race in our
The Xaverian Brothers will conduct it country, the Howard Association of
in buildings already on the land, though England says that the Roman Catholics,
a new and thoroughly up-to-date build- especially at Baltimore, have exceeded

St. Fbancis i>k Sales' Academy, Bennigton, Vt., has just been finished at a
cost of between $40,000 and $50,000.
The new school in St. Francis' parish,
The superiors of the religious colleges
Naugatuck, Conn., will be dedicated
affiliated
with the Catholic University
Sept. :;, Labor Day. by Bishop Tierney.
at Washington will be as follows: the
This is the first week of the annual Congregation of the Holy Cross, the
retreat for the priests of the archdiocese Rev. P. J. Franciscus; the Marists, the
of Boston at St. John's Seminary, Rev. John 1!. Descreux; the FrancisBrighton.
cans, the Rev. Godfrey Schilling; the
The Sisters of Mercy, Mt. Aloysius, Paulists, the Rev. Michael P. Smith.
Cresson, Perm., are said to have been
The recent strike of the runners and
the first on the list to offer free tuition drivers of the Delaware and Hudson
to Cuban girls.
Company, which reduced seven mines
La dy Catherine Manners wasrecently to idleness, was finally declared off,
received into the Catholic Church at the through the intervention of the Rev.
Oratory, Brompton, London. She is a Patrick Murphy, pastor of St. Patrick's
daughter of the Duke of Rutland.
Church, Olyphant, Perm., and the Rev.
of the Holy
The Sacred Congregation of Rites has John Moylan, assistant
Perm.
Rosary
Church,
Scranton,
a sitting over the heroic virtues of

held
Blessed Margaret Mary's confessor, the
Venerable Claude dc la Colombit-re, S. J.
On Aug. 15, the feast of the Assumption, the fourth convention of French
Acadians, descendants of Evangeline's
beaupeople, celebrated in
tiful poem, opened at Arichat, Cape
Breton. Three thousand delegates were
present. The chief guest and speaker
was Sir Wilfrid Laurier. There are now

evident satisfactionof his audience.

A proposal to form an association
having for its object to fix public attention steadily upon some of the most
important lessons taught by the South
African war, has been set on foot in
England ; and among those who have
agreed to join it, forming in elfect a committee of vigilance for considering and

promoting administrative reform, are
Cardina'. Vaughan, Bishop Brindle and
Mr. W. S. Lilly.

The Rev.

Thomas W.

Broderick,

pastor of St. Peter's Church, Hartford,
Conn., and one of the incorporators of
the Review Publishing Company, died

last week, and was buried
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Soap is now universally
acknowledged to be the
BEST TOILET SOAP
IN THE WORLD, and
PEARS' Shaving Stick
will, on comparison, also
assert its superiority over
all other shaving soaps in
20
any shape or form.
International Awards.
Made by Pears in Groat
Britain.
Sold by all druggists and
store-keepers.

which is being seriously discussed by
the Federation of Catholic Societies in
Pittsburg, Perm.

A weekly newspaperof sixteen pages,
the Cidia Catolica, has been started in
Havana, and is received at this office.
It is edited by Senor Juan Jose Canarte,
and is devoted to Church interests, both
temporal and spiritual.
The Rev. Michael C. Power of St.
Mary's Church,Wappinger's Falls, N.Y.,
Subscriptions must be paid in advance.
who was born in Cork, Ireland, died Transcriptfor the Blind. Addresses of all
Yearly Subscription
Two Dollars
Aug. 15, of pneumonia, after fifty-three who are interested in this work can be
Single Copies
Five Cent.
4!t Bennington
The cost of subscription may be re- years in the priesthood. He was in his sent to Neil J. Devlin,
Boston, Mass.
Fast
street,
seventy-seventh
year.
duced by paying from two to four years
in advance, as follows:
A Rkdemitorist novitiate has been
The annual retreat for school teachers
Two Team
53.00 at the Hospice of Mt. Carmel, Niagara opened in Hochelaga, Canada, which
Three Tear.
4.00
together with the establishment of
8.00 Falls, Ontario, will take place from Aug. fact,
Four Tear.
at St. Anne dc Beaupr6,
study-house
27
is
a
Sept.
to
1.
This
an
to
opportunity
Club rates:
new
Five copies to one address (or a year 7.50 gain spiritual help and preparation for is probably the forerunner of a
province for the Redemptorist Order.
Ten copies to one address for a year 18.50 the coming duties of school life.
Printed rates sent upon application.
Says Father McQuaide,volunteerchapThe Catholic Marquis of Bute has
General Advertising, 20 cents per line, lain in
It is touching made a number of very large gifts to
the Philippines
agate.
Send money by check, post-office order to see in Manila Spanish, Filipino and Scottish institutions, one alone amountor registered letter; not in bills.
American Catholic soldier boys worship- ing to $4(XJ,(XX). He is said to have a
ping together in the church, showing firm belief that a landowntr owes someBend all money and address all communications to the
the power of the Church's mission of thing to the place his wealth comes
Review

1900.

The Guild of the Infant Saviour has
been formed in New York to see that in
case of a Catholic mother's death, the
children are adopted by Catholics or are
sent to Catholic institutions, and for
similar charitable purposes in the interest of little ones.
At the Immaculate Conception Convent, Dominican Nuns, San Francisco, this summer, the silver jubilee
of Mother M. Pi a was celebrated, ten
novices made their first vows, twentyseven professed Sisters took final vows,
and eight young ladies received the
habit and whiteveil.
Among those present at the funeral
services of the late Lord Chief Justice of
England which took place in Brompton
Oratory, London, were United States
Ambassador Choate, Henry White, secretary of the United States Embassy,
and Francis Rawle, who represented the
American Bar Association.
On Sunday, Aug. 19, memorial services
for the late King Humbert were held in
St. Matthew's Church, Washington,
D. C. President McKinley and members
of his cabinet attended, together with
the diplomatic corps and distinguished
American officers and civil officials.

The Sisters of Notre Dame of Namur
have arranged to hold the fall entrance
examinations for Trinity College, Washington, on Oct. 9, 10, 11. In New England the place chosen is the convent of
Notre Dame, Berkeley street, Boston.
There is a fee of five dollarsfor examinations taken elsewhere than at Trinity
College itself. The College exercises begin at 10 a. m. on Tuesday, Nov. 6, 19(X).
The Christian Brothers in St. Louis,
Mo., have decided to give special attention in the commercial department to
the study of the Spanish language, tho
purpose being to impart a thoroughly
practical knowledge of the language for
business uses. The courses in the collegiate department are to include the
study of the Spanish language and

on Aug. 10,
the pontifical requiem Mass being cele- literature.
brated by Bishop Tierney of Hartford,
and the sermon preached by Bishop
Beaven of Springfield. Father Broderick
was born May 1, 1850, in Willimantic,
Conn.; studied at Louvain, and was ordained priest in the cathedral of Mechlin, Belgium, May :10, LS74. He was
BOSTON, NEW YORK.
pastor at Stafford Springs, Conn., and
PHILADELPHU CHICAGO.
of St. Mary's, New London, previous to tOfflcs 4 Works at Kendsl Gr.en, Mssa
his seventeen years' pastorate in HartSizes Lstsst Impnvamsnte *»l- "Heatford. He leaves three brothers who are

fljjSfeCli. Organs
fiPkhfirK hook &
uj

Father Stadelman, S. J., of St. Francis Xavier's College, New York, has begun the printing of Catholic literature priests.
for the blind. Several books have been
stereotyped, and others are in the
process of printing. They are to be lent
free to all, and are to be sent to all parts
of the United States. The Union under
Father Stadelinan's directionhas begun
THE STANDARD OF THf WORLD.
a monthly paper, called the Catholic Catalog free. 140 Boylston »t., Iloninii, .tin...
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It is pleasing to learn that com- lishman; and in view of the war-clouds that show no
mercial relations between the signs of dissipation a rather gloomy outlook presents
Spain Restored. United States and Spain have itself to British eyes.
The figures
been fully restored.
The Philippine commissioners,
.
........
Official news of the capture of of the treasury bureau of statistics for the fiscal year Work of the
when installed at Manila on SepPE
ekin ntered. l'ekin and the rescue of the for1000 show that the exportsfrom the United States to,
Philippine tember 1, will consider a bill for
eign ministers was received in and imports into theUnited States from, Spain during Commission.
municipal organizations. General
Washington on last Saturday evening from the United the time specified were larger than in any other year
Otis's municipal scheme, as modFowler at Chefoo and Admiral Remey. since 1893, and within afew hundred thousand dollars ified, includes provisions regarding land taxation and
The city was carried by force of arms, the Chinese stub- of the highest record ever made in the commerce bea civil service bill, empowering the commission to
bornly defending their capital. The Japanese, Ameri- tween the two nations. Cotton, breadstuffs, mineral make appointments by a system of civil service adcans, and British attacked Pekin from the east on oils and manufactures of wood are the principal arti- vancement. This will make it possible for the incumWednesday, Aug. 15, opening with artillery early in cles of our exports to Spain, raw cotton being by far bents of the lowest offices, through efficient service
the day. The wall was obstinately held by the Chi- the largest single item in the list. Fruits, nuts and and competitive examinations, to attain positions at
nese. At nightfall the Japanese and Russians who wines are at present the largest items of our imports the heads of departments. The heads of the civil serwere attacking north of the Thung Canal blew up two from Spain, though in earlier years iron ore formed an vice departments
are empowered to discharge emgates and entered the Tartar city. The Americans important item. Importations of iron ore from Spain ployees for cause, but are powerless to fill vacancies,
and British, attacking south of the canal, entered the have also increased in 1900 as compared with years except through the regular path of promotion. The
Chinese city by the Tung Pien gates. Detachments immediately preceding. The principal importations commission's legislative sessions will probably be open
were sent to the legations from both forces. These of fruits from Spain are almonds, oranges and raisins. to the public.
met, opened communication and rescued the ministers In exportsby far the largest item is unmanufactured
The list of awards to exhibitors
and theirstaffs. Four hundred Chinese werekilled. The cotton, the exportations of which were in 1890, 87,Americans Win at the Paris exposition, shows
emaciated tenants of the legation could have lastedlittle -009,782 pounds, and in 1900, 121,840,155 pounds. The
that the United States in all
Prizes.
longer. They had only three days' rations. The Chitotal value of raw cotton exported to Spain from the
secured 1,981 awards. Of these
nese had been attacking furiously for two days. The United States in 1!KX) was $9,481,700 out of a total of 220 were grand prizes, 480 gold medals, 583 silver
statements of Mr. Conger, the American minister, that
representing the value of all articles ex- medals, 422 bronze medals, 270 honorable mentions,
the Chinese made a desperate attempt to exterminate ported to Spain from the United States.
and a long list of gold, silver and bronze medals for
the foreigners the night before the relief army arrived
The war in the Transvaal still collaborators. Every line of industry and art and
indicates that the Chinese knew the foreign army
goes
The
Transvaal
on. The Boers are appar- skill is given recognition ?in fact, about everybody
would take the city in a few hours and that they
ently
far from being defeated who exhibited appears to have been remembered.
Trouble Continues.'<.
wanted to destroy all evidences of their duplicity by
papers may assert American farm products, American mines and forestry
British
yet.
\u25a0
killing the foreigners.
receive grand prizes and gold medals, and American
that all resistance is now practically over, but the
cottons, woolensand silks are given the same considA despatch dated Aug. 7 truth is that the war is still lively and that the TransHow Father De Hets which must have been very vaal maintains two important armies in the field. eration, as are American harvesting machinery, sewmuch delayed in transmission General Dc Wet's wonderful march across the Free ing-machines, printing-presses, liberal arts, and transProtected
appeared this week stating State, over the Vaal river, and far north into the west- portation, while sjlverware, jewelry, art and educaHis People.
that Father Dc Hets, a Lazar- ern Transvaal
eluding Lord Kitchener and his enor- tion are also placed in the front.
ist missionary, had arrived at Tien-Tsin. It further mous force of mounted British soldiers?is now extortIt is noted that for the first time
stated that the priest, at a village forty miles to the ing praise from the correspondents of the London The Scotch
in its history the English Liberal
Leader
northwest, had with 6,000 converts held out six weeks papers. Dc Wet's latest startling performance was his
of the Liberals. party will go into a general e1ecagainst Boxers, armed with rifles and swords, who appearance on Friday
........
last at North Commando Nek
tion this year led by a Scotchnumbered 20,000, and who intended blinding or killing held by General Baden-Powell, to whom he sent in a
man, Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman. Gladstone,
the whole Christian population. The village officials
flag of truce asking the surrender of the British force. though of Scotch parentage, was born in England, and
China,
sent Father Dc Hets word that he must leave
General Baden-Powell replied, asking what terms Dc was in every respect an Englishman. Mr. Balfour is
but with a few rifles and a small cannon he held on Wet was prepared to offer. This, though not taken a Scotchman but was educated entirely in England,
till General Sung sent word that the Christians would seriously by the British press, is yet a sign that Dc and at no time represented a Scotch constituency.
be spared but that they must disarm and Father Dc Wet is active.
The present leaderof the Liberal party was born in
Hets must leave for the coast. He was escorted to
Meanwhile Lord Roberts is issu- Scotland, he was educated in Scotland, his home is in
General Ma at Peitsang, and had been there three Lord Roberts
ing new severe and rigorous Scotland, and during the thirty years he has been in
days when Peitsang was taken. The remaining conStirred Up. orders, rescinding his previous the House of Commons he has never represented any
....... His. latest proclamation, but a Scotch constituency. He is Scotch in appearverts were given one week's food by General Sung,
ones.
acting under orders from Pekin. The Boxers obeyed
after reciting the fact that many have broken the oath ance, and a little Scotch in accent.
his orders.
to maintain neutrality and that the leniency extended
A brilliantgathering of the official
On last Saturday Salvador Cis- to the burghers is not appreciated, warns all who
The Dead King's i representatives of the different
Seeking Absolute neros, president of the insurgent break their oaths in the future that they will be punMemorial Service. countries attended the memorial
Independence. government of Cuba in 1895, Gen- ished by death, imprisonment or fine. He declares
services for the soul of King Humeral Lacret y Marot and the Rev. that all burghers in districts occupied by the British, bert in St. Mathew's Church, Washington,
this week.
Dr. Lewis Mustelier, a delegation from Havana, called except those who take the oath, will be regarded as Baron Fava, in the full uniform of his diplomatic rank
in
with
the
Rev.
company
McKinley
transported,
buildings
and that
prisoners of war and
on President
and wearing the decoration conferred on him by King
Charles Warren Currier of Baltimore, to talk over the on farms where the enemy or his scouts are harbored Humbert, stood at the main entrance of the church
question of Cuban independence. The object of the will be liable to be razed.
and received the distinguished arrivals. He was
visit was to learn the disposition of the administration
England's position as a military assisted by Marquis Romano and the military attache
toward the establishment of an independent govern- England's Scarcity power is not what it should be of the embassy. Among the first arrivals was the
ment for Cuba, and to get an idea as to when full inof Fit Soldiers. according to some British author- Chinese minister, Wu Ting Fang. The Spanish mindependence might be expected. They had a long talk
ities. Of the 30,000 men at Alder- ister, Duke d'Arcos, in full diplomatic uniform of black
with the President. After leaving the White House shot a few weeks ago Lord Wolseley did not have and gold, followed soon after, and was given a seat
they called on the Secretary of War and discussed with much favorable comment. On the contrary his opin- with the Chinese representative. Back of them sat the
him the constitutional convention soon to be held on ion summed up would read
" unfit for service." " We Japanese minister, Mr. Takahira. Germany was
the island. Independence free and absolute is what have not a man in the country beyond a few drilled represented by Baron Yon Sternberg, German charge
the Cubans expect. Recently General Wood, military sergeants and recruiting agents,with a squadron or two d'affaires, accompanied by the German military and
governor of Cuba, in a speech at Matanzas, almost of household troops, that has had sufficient training to naval attaches in uniform ; France by M. Thiebaut,
promised that this they should have. It remains to be an efficient soldier,"says an English correspondent. charge d'affaires, and M. Boeufve; Great Britain by
be seen what sort of a constitutionthe coming conven" Our militiamen, owing to the extent to which popu- Mr. Lowther and Captain Bradley of the British royal
tion in Cuba will propose for that island.
lation has been congregated in the centres of industry navy; Russia by M. Routkowsky, while the other
The visiting Cuban and Porto are, generally speaking, the most wretched objects countries of Europe, South and Central America were
Rican
teachers who were guests imaginable, undersized, narrow-chested, flabby in represented by their several ministers and secretaries.
Teachers
Cuban
The
Home.
of
the
New York Board of Ed- muscle, and quick only in that form of intelligence Across the aisle from the diplomatic corps the pews
Return
ucation, last Tuesday, were which city life develops even as in the street arab. were reserved for distinguished American officers and
soldiers, probably, in every one civil officials, and among those present were Admirals
taken to several points of interest, including Grant's There is the making of
been given to complete the Mellville, Endicott and Terry, Brigadier-Generals
has
not
them,
but time
tomb in Riverside park and Columbia University. of
Wilson, Luddington and Weston, the staff officers of
this position is not meaThe
seriousness
of
process.
of
welcome
delivered
by
to
an
address
listening
After
of
African
Miles, and scores of lesser officers.
necessities
the
South
Lieutenant-General
down
sured
they
merely
by
sat
to an
the
Acting-Mayor Guggenheimer,
all our good soldiers, with the exception The Italian societies and citizens were given seats at
mall
in
Park.
The
where
war,
the
Central
on
banquet
open-air
garrisons, are now swallowed up, but India the side of the church near the altar. Just at 11 o'clock
party was joinedby Mrs. Wood, wife of Governor-Gen- of Indian
Cisneros, ex-president of the itself is suffering. There has been a suspension of the President McKinley and the members of the cabinet
Salvador
Wood,
eral
the usual substitutions of fresh soldiers for time expired arrived at the church. Baron Fava stepped forward
Cuban Republic, and General Lacret. When
been inspected, the men for more than a year, and I am sure that discon- and received the President. With the President were
had
Battery
at
the
aquarium
and disease are both becoming unpleasantly Secretary Hitchcock, Postmaster-General Charles
party was taken aboard the transports in the bay and tent
for
oity
manifest among the white troops in our Indian depots." Kmory Smith, Acting Secretary of State Adee, and the
left New York for Philadelphia, leaving that
This is pretty strong language on the part of an Eng- President's secretary, Mr. Cortelyou.
Wednesday.
Havana on
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THE SACKED HEART HKVIEW.

WChatEdolicS
rs ay.

troubles, testifies to the nobility of conduct of the
Russian troops, their bravery and their piety. Probably the fact that Cossacks form part of the Russian ;force in China gave the idea that cruelty must
??Foremost Fighting Fell."
"One of the first to fall at Tientsin," observes the characterize the Russian operations, since Cossacks
Casket, " was Archibald Donaldson, a nineteen-year have never been noted for tenderness, especially in
dealing with the Catholics and Poles in the European
old Catholic midshipman of H. M. S. ' Bartleur.' "
dominionsof the White Tsar."
»
»

...

*
A Fair Question.
"Just now when the Catholic sons of the empire The State Indebted to the Church.
are fighting Britain's battles on land and sea, isn't the
In the appended paragraph the CtdhoHe Union and
coronation oath an insult to them and their children '!" 'limes
gives a clear idea of affairs in Cuba as regards
asks the St. John, N. 8., trtemtm.
Church and state " Sixty years ago the Spanish gov»
»
»
ernment seized the landed property of the Church in
(live Your Boy a Chance.
Cuba, but undertook to pay the Church four hundred
Here in good advice for Catholic parents from the thousand dollars a year as an equivalent. This was for
Oulholic Columbian : " Don't take your boy from school the support of the clergy and thecharitable institutions.
in his teens, unless you are so poor that you just have When the Spaniards evacuated Cuba
the payment
to. Let him get a trained mind ami a trained will. ceased, and the clergy and charitable institutions are
Give him a chance ! "
left to shift for themselves. Bishop Sbarretti is not
»
»
asking anything unreasonable when he demands the
*
Our Ignorance of China.
restoration of that payment. Separation between
" It is open to dispute," remarks the Catliolic Mima-, Church and state does not signify that the state shall
" whether the ignorance of the Chinese with regard to take what does not belong to it and leave its
rightful
the outside world is very much denser than the ignorowners starve."
ance of the outside world concerning the history of
»
»
»
and conditions in China."
Tardy Justice.

:

4

August 25, 1900.

locking his arms around Ball's neck, while Mauberret
caught his legs, was carried out to safety. Willie Ball
is a newspaper man, but originally studied for the
priesthood. For physical bravery, in the face of almost certain death, Captain Day and Corporal Lally,
both Catholics, exhibited it, even to the verge of rashness, though poor Gabe Porteous, not a Catholic,
evinced an equal disregard for danger."
* # »
The Waning of Sectarianism.
"At the recent United Methodist Free Church
Assembly," says the London Monitor and New Era, a
"
decrease of over 3,000 Sunday scholars in a year was
noted with misgiving. Various unconvincing explanations were tendered, such as the Pleasant Sunday
Afternoon movement withdrawing scholars, the want
of qualified teachers, etc. So seriously was the diminution regarded that it is to be considered by a committee during the year. Committees, however, can not
do away with facts. Methodism, like other sects, is
waning, because it has no real hold on the people;
because, like kindred sects, it is no part of the Church
founded on earth by Our Ixjrd. When Methodists
have awakened to this fact their present difficulty will
be simplified by there being no scholars left to teach."
#

*

*

The New York hreeman's Journal thus comments
upon the Cuban marriage law
" Governor-General
Wood, after consulting the ecclesiastical and civil
functionaries in Cuba, has at last come to the conclusion to rescind the Brooke edict which declared all
ecclesiastical marriages null and void. It is a mystery
why General l'.rooke ever issued such an infamous edict
in Cuba, where United States control is declared by
Congress to be only temporary. Outrage as it was, it
is the only conspicuous thing Brooke ever did. Ithas
rescued him from obscurity by consigning him to
infamy. As a result of General Woods' tardy action,
ecclesiastical marriages will, from next Monday, be
valid in civil law, as they are in the United States."

Because of Tils Catholic Wife.
As an instance of the bigotry and injustice of too
many of our fellow-citizens towards Catholics, and
their abhorrence even of the Catholic name, the Midland Revieiv cites this instance : "Hon. Hannis Taylor
of Mobile, author of ' The Rise and Development of
the British Constitution,' and Minister to Spain
under Mr. Cleveland's administration, is one of the
most scholarly public men in the United States. He
is not a Catholic, but his wife is and his family are.
At present he is making the race for Congress in the
Mobile district, and bigotry is getting in its deadly
work against him. It is being charged to his detriment
that he is a member of our faith ; it is being held
against him that his wife is. Already he has, according to report, lost many votes on account of this
defection."

to
into
They
have learned to read the Bible and they have made
The Secret Plotter To Be Feared.
their own interpretation of its precepts with the
"Belgium," says the Catliolic Transcript, "has her result that they are as much divided as to creed as are
anarchists who are bold enough to writeupon the doorof their fellow-religionists here and in England. The
the king's palace their approval of the foul deed which more educated they become the more they take to
has robbed Italy of its monarch. However, anarchy of materialism, agnosticism and other features of infidelthe dare-devil sort is not much to be feared. Rather ity. The Catholic Church, on the other hand, is makshould we dread that which plots in secret, and which ing steady progress and holding its converts, because
speaks out only through the muzzle of the revolver. it teaches only one creed and one faith there as elseBresci's lawlessness was of this kind, and it is asserted where the world over."
that many men of his ilk are making a habitat in our
own metropolis."
Britain's Press Prevaricators.
»
*
*
" These are exciting times when it is well for AmeriMen Needed Rather Than Combinations.
can newspaper readers to beware of the press desIn an editorial estimate of the character of Lord patches of British
manufacture," says the Catholic
Russell of Killowen the New Century has the following Neios.
The military movements in China furnish an
"
excellent passage that should furnish all of us with excellent opportunity for the journalists who are infood for thought: "A Catholic can not inherit the spired by the British Foreign Office to try to deceive
crown of Great Britain. And anybody that reads the American people. It will be remembered that durthe history of James 11. can very well understand why ing our war with Spain the press despatchesfrom Louit would take centuries to endure the thought of a don had all the European nations but Kngland conCatholic king in England. But the position occupied spiring against the United States and getting ready to
by lx>rd Russell showed that below the throne, a aid Spain, while England, out of unselfish love for us,
Catholic may aspire to any place. He did not become was ever on the watch to protect us. All this fiction,
Chief Justice because Catholics organized or because of course, was meant to help along an Anglo-American
the Irish Nationalists made a point of it. He went alliance. In the Chinese affairs of today almost every
oat of the quiet home in Ireland to tight his way Uritish-manufactured press despatch either tries to
He won his way not because misrepresent the actions of the other European counthrough life.
the power of organization was behind him ; but betries or else endeavors tc give Americans the idea that
cause he was worthy to win. While the lair is full of only the British and American troops are doing anytalk about organization, would it not be well to ask thing worth mentioning for the relief of the foreigners
whether Catholic Americans do not rather need men at Pekin.
than combinations that must end in being merely
#
* *
Tfie Bravery of Catholics.
political ?"
a
a
»
Writing of the recent disturbances in that city the
Lies About the Russian Troops.
Calliolic Propagator says that it takes especial pride in
Reports of the alleged cruelty of the Russian troops the record of Catholics during the period, and inin China have been sagely commented upon by many stancing the case of Father Fitzgerald upon which the
of our exchanges, and some of them have drawn comReview had an editorial some weeks ago, says "Very
parisonsin favor of our own soldiers as if they had for- few Catholic priests, even on the battlefield, have
gotten all about certain unexplainable happenings in
been nearer death than Father Fitzgerald of St.
the Philippines. We are glad to find that the Rus- John's parish, on the day of the attack on Charles'
sians were not after all so vicious as has been stated. stronghold. And there was Willie Ball and Vie MauThe Standard and Times says on this subject
" It is berret, both Catholics. When poor Lally's last groans
a great relief to hear that the charges of brutal mas- could be distinctly heard, of all that vast crowd none
sacre said to have been made against the Russian thought of how he could be dragged away and given
troops are indignantly denied by Mrs. Drew, the lady an hour with his wife and family. To them, too, the
who was credited with their authorship. Mrs. Frank crowd yelled that it would be death to go in. But
Davis, of this city, who has just returned from China, calling to the crowd to keep theirrifles playing on the
where she had some thrilling experiencesin the Boxer window at which Charles was, they went in, and Lally

his people; a man so genuinely religious thought
much of prayer and little of tuberoses; while the
solidity and the simplicity of his faith were happily
illustrated by his wish to have the well-thumbed
penny catechism of his boyhood laid beside him in
the coffin. When a few months ago occurred the
twenty-fifth anniversary of his elevation to the episcopate, his repugnance to eulogy led him to preach
the jubilee sermon himself. It was an eloquent p;ean
in praise of the priests who labored with him, but
there was no word about himself. Yet he has written
his name in large characters upon the history of New
Kngland, especially of Maine where his memory will
long be in benediction."

»

A Catholic May Succeed.*
It seems to the Pittsburg Observer that " the career
of Lord Chief Justice Russell shows that a Catholic
may get to the front, even if he is faithful to his religion, in a Protestant country, provided he has the
brains, the training, the cordial disposition and the
gentle manners that fit men to achieve success."
?

»

:

* *
The Shirtwaist Minister.
There has been a good deal of talk this summer about
the shirtwaist man. But the shirtwaist minister is the
latest, Church Progress says
" The shirtwaist has
been sanctified. A Presbyterian minister of Camden,
N. J., is reported to have preached a sermon last
* * *
Sunday in his shirt sleeves. He began with a request
Protestantism in Japan.
to the gentlemen in the audience to remove their
" Protestantism," avers the Republic, " has failed as The Late Bishop liealy.
coats. Several did so, and then the reverend doctor
a religious force in Japan where the widest latitude
gave them a italkon "rational dress"; the despatch
Writing of the late Bishop Healy of Portland the
made no mention of the rationableness of the talk. has been permitted for missionary endeavor. The Aye Maria says:"A shepherd so wholly devoted to
converts, in many instances, haverenounced the creed his Hock could have no eulogy so fitting as the tears of
This is sensationalism indeed.
'imparted
them and drifted
agnosticism.

:

»

. .

»

»

.

:

:

Noodle Press and Noodle Public.
We think it is Max O'Rell who remarks that he has
known English people at the present day to assert
that Nelson was " murdered" at the battle of Trafalgar. In the same way there are English newspapers
which look upon manifestations of Boer hostility not
asjßie natural outcome of a condition of war but a.
unwarranted diabolism. The Austrtdian commenting
on this phase of the British mind says " One of the
most amusing items of news in connection with the
South African war was the ' Boer plot to blow up a
gunboat,' and ' the plot to explode the powder magazine at Pretoria.' Plot, forsooth ? Are we not at war
with the Hoers? If so, it is their duty to blow up as
much as possible. We might as well talk of an
English plot to capture Pretoria.' A noodle public
is well served by a noodle press."

:

'

»

The Price of Catholic Papers. *
The Catholic Citizen in a very sensible editorial on the
price of Catholic papers? the drift of which is that
Catholic editors and publishers try to place their
papers at too low a price says " The true line of
progress in Catholic journalism is to give the subscriber a better paper, not a cheaper paper. Catholics are
willing and glad to pay two and three dollar, a year
for a good Catholic paper, where they won't have a
poor paper for a dollar a year.
While country
papers are dear at a dollar, and while the skim milk
of the great dailies may be sent out in weekly issues at
a dollar, a good, independent well-conducted weekly
paper can not be published at a subscription price
less than two or three dollars a year.
Catholic
literature must demand a fair price, and aim to deserve it rather than cheapen itself by competing with
the Chinese boiler plate industry."

*

?

...
:

.

..
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EditoralNotes.
The longest word in the English language according
to the Aye Maria is " nonintercommunicability." Yet
it isn't half so hard to say as the little word " no."
We notice in the account of the Cuban teachers'
leaving Boston Mrs. Gulickis referred to as assistant
"
dean" of the summer school. This is queer. At the
beginning of the school she used to figure as " dean."
We wonder how she came to be promoted backwards.
An old friend and at one time valuable co-laborer
on the Review writes us a long letter commending one

Boston daily papers. If we should publish his
letter we would be likely to receive similar letters in
behalf of all the dailies. We are not prepared to give
so much free advertising to any paper without a good
of the

reason.
The old saying about " pulling a switch to beat one's
self" is exemplified in the present Chinese imbroglio.
George Wyndham, English under-secretary of statefor

war, recently announced that since

1895 English firms

had sold to the Chinese government seventy-one guns
of position, 123 field guns and 297 machine guns, with
ammunition for each class. He also said that a German firm in 1899 sold China 400,000 Mausers. Russian
advices are to the effect that 900,000 Mausers have
been exported within the last three years. Europe
supplied China with the weapons wherewith China is
now menacing Europe.
The Watchman says

:?

"One of the profound changes which is taking
place in this country is the steady decrease in the birth
rate; it has been becoming smaller every decade. If
the proportion of children under ten years of age in

18S0 had held good in 18(10, there would have been
1.'J00.000 more such children than there wore. The
present census will probably show a corresponding
or even greater, decrease."
If this be so, with all our boasting as to our progress and enlightenment, etc., etc., there has entered

into our social

life an element of degeneracy that can
scarcely be looked upon with complacency, and that
may at no distant day threaten our existence as a

:

Writes a soldier from China " We are combined
in fighting against the Chinese ; and the missionaries
who wish to teach the different religions, and the millionaires who wish to gain by having open ports, are
the cause of it all." While we deprecate the entire
truth of this assertion, we can not fail to see the
gloomy aspect of those blunt words, " the missionaries who wish to teach the different religions." The
heathen Chinaman has eyes to see, and brains to reflect
upon, the discordant chorus of the many men of many
minds, who come to his native land, professing to
teach to him the gospel of a Prince of unity and con"Th« correspondent of the Sacred Heart Review,?
whose denunciation of the Boston Herald as a friend
of A. P. A.ism called forth a stinging rejoinder from
that paper, was in error. The Herald is no A. P. A.
sheet. It is a newspaper, and a mighty good one, too,
albeit its editorial views are cut bia* on occasions.
?Haverhill tlazette.
Yes, that is just about it. With the assistance of
the (iazette and other decent, sensible papers we have

strong hopes of being able to remove that mental
twist which prevents the Herald from seeing straight.
In Catholic affairs it honestly thinks it gives both sides
of a question while in fact it sees only one on account
of its obliquity of vision.
Every Catholic parish contains several gabby gossipers who never would be missed if they were suddenly translated into another state of existence. They
very miserable for other people, by wilfully
make

life

misinterpreting innocent words and actions and twisting them to suit their own distorted fancies. The
worst of it is that some of these unlovely and unlovable characters are, or pretend to be, rather pious.
They thereby bring true piety into contempt. The
keynote of true piety is charity, but charity is con-
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spicuous by its absence from the doings and sayings
of the gossips. A close attention to other people's affairs distinguishes them. Possibly the reason they

would be the first to cry out upon the people impli
cated therein. Boxers in Boston are not any dearer
to us than Boxers in New York, New Orleans or
don't mind their own business is, as some humorist Pekin. The editor of the Catholic Propagatoroxightto
has put it, "because they have no business to mind. learn that there are some people here in the North who
They have no business to mind if they had a mind to are not continually pointing out the faults of the South
mind it, and no mind to mind their business if they simply because it is the South. The Review would be
had any business to mind."
just as willing to cry down the mob spirit in New
England as in Dixie. It is not a question of section.
The article in our department " Of Irish Interest " It is a question of civilization. It is a question of
this week, is part of a lengthy paper in the August human rights.
Nineteenth Century, one of the leading English magaThe " Review " Not Deceived.
zines. Notice what its author Mr. Macdonagh says of
We assure the Catholic Standard and Times that the
the Irish street ballads
Review
is not "one of the number of unsuspecting
however rude in language or ludicrous in sen" Bat they
Catholicorgans
imposed upon by a superficial showing"
folk-songs
unlike
the
they
be,
are
may
timent
as to the relative drunkenness and crime in general,
never coarse. There was not an
of other countries
obscene expression in the hundreds of ballads which
of Ireland and Great Britain. The Review deplores
I have heard sung or read, a proof, I think, of the purethe drunkenness that prevails in Ireland, but we
appertainmindedness of the peasantry in all matters
never stated that the Irish were worse in this respect
ing to the relations between the sexes."
than the English or Scotch. On the contrary we are
Father Phelan writes from Europe that King very sure that the Review's temperance department
Humbert was not an atheist; that he went to Mass for years has always insisted upon the marked
on Sundays, and of late years his life had been very sobriety of Ireland as compared with England and
exemplary. His queen was to him his guardian angel. Scotland. We don't see the sense, however, of hiding
It was possible for the King of Italy to keep on terms the fact that the condition of things in Ireland in reof tolerance with the Pope, and, in fact, there has gard to the drinking of liquor might be easily imnever been an open rupture between the Papacy and proved. The same thing is true of the Irish in this
the House of Savoy ; forCavour, in order not to wound country. There is a certain class of shortsighted Irish
the consciences of its rulers, had a clause inserted in " patriots " who look upon it as littleless than treason
the constitution to the effect that the King was not for a friend of Ireland to mention this one fault of the
required to sign or approve the laws passed by parlia- race, or to make any effort to lessen its ill effects. We
ment, the prime minister fulfilling this act instead. are sure the editor of the Standard and Times is not
Humbert was a man without personal ambition ; but willing to be put down as such. As to the foul crimes
he had inherited a United Italy from his father, and that blot the records of other countries we heartily
felt bound to transmit it intact to his successor.
thank God that Catholic Ireland is so comparatively
free from them. A decrease in the consumption of
The Baptist ISlandard quotes from the speech deintoxicating drinks would improve things still more,
livered by (ieneral Joseph Wheeler at the midsummer in our opinion. To that end we will have occasion
convocation of the University of Chicago this month. from time to time to refer to Irish drunkenness. We
General Wheeler was engaged in our war with Spain hope, however, that no one will think we are unsusand with the Filipinos. His remarks, very interesting pecting of the true state of affairs, and that we have
in themselves, derive double force from the unexbeen " imposed upon "by a superficial showing. We
pected channel through which they reach us.
know Ireland's virtues and we shall insist upon them.
" There is much in the people of the Pacific islands We know Ireland's faults, too, and for the purpose of
to be commended. The more I have seen of this world
eradicating them, or of showing the brightness of her
and its inhabitants, themore I have become impressed
virtues in contrast, we shall not be afraid to mention
that we Americans are not the only good people on
them. Many of the best and most noble-hearted
earth. It seems to me that human nature is pretty
Irishmen alive hope that some time Ireland's esmuch the same in all countries. They love their wives,
husbands, parents, children, brothers and sisters.
cutcheon will be free from the foul, dishonoring stain
They have their churches and are very devout in their
of drunkenness. The Review is doing its best, accordworship and Christian duties. They have sympathies,
ing to its lights, to make that hope a realization.
hopes and ambitions. Colleges of a high order are
maintained in Manila and other large cities; and in
The Lesson the Cubans Hissed.
every city I entered I found a schoolhouse with desks
There seems to have been a regular epidemic of
and seats quite like the schoolhouses in this country.
came
contact
in this country lately. New York
negro-hunting
in
and had busiThe men with whom I
ness relations wrote well and seemed to be fairly educosmopolitan New York, was the scene of the latest
cated."
outburst of anti-negro feeling. The Independent tells
We trust that the next time our Baptist friends are
about a New Yorker who was nearly killed in New
tempted to talk about the benighted, illiterate, superOrleans during the riot in that city for no greater
stitious, and Christ-needing Filipinos, they will re- crime than
declaring that negroes ought to be treated
member General Wheeler's words. It seems to us that
white
as well as
men. Had this same New Yorker been
the above quotation and the place in which we find it in his native city a few weeks later he might have
are signs of decreasing bigotry and of growing kindlimet a similar fate for the same offense. If the Cuban
ness.
teachers whom Harvard University has been entertaining and to whom we all have been trying to imThe ?' Review's" Opinion of "Boxers."
The Catholic Propagator of New Orleans finds fault part exalted notions of American freedom, had arwith us because some weeks ago we had an editorial rived in New York during the festive period of the
comparing the mobs of New Orleans to Chinese negro-hunt, they would have seen some remarkable inBoxers. The Review has had no reason to change its stances of how the Anglo-Saxon American loves his
opinion on the subject. The Propamdor has brought black fellow-citizen. As some of the teachers are
forward no facts to warrant such a change. It is not negroes they should have had an opportunity of receivbecause the negro hunt happened in New Orleans that ing an object-lesson they could not soon forget inthe Review attributed it to the Boxer spirit. The whatis sometimes called American civilization ; for the
Review thinks that the race riots in New York and papers tell us that an indiscriminate attack was made
other places are similar manifestations. North or upon any man in sight who had a dark skin, and the
South, attacks upon people because of their color are failure of the police to take a deep interest in the situuncivilized,un-American and un-Christian, and should ation was only too apparent. If a negro was seen
meet with the condemnation they deserve. Some ona street car or on a bicycle, a rush was made for him
negro or negroes may have begun the trouble, but to in order to beat him to insensibility. If a black head
palliate murderous assaults upon innocent colored peered out of a window a volley of missiles was impeople, because of the actions of a few negro despera- mediately shot at it. Perhaps, after all, it was
dos, is something that the Review is not yet prepared just as well that the Cuban teachers missed that one
to do. If similarriots happened in Boston the Review illuminating lesson.

:

?

?

?

?
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SEND THE CHILDREN TO CATHOLIC SCHOOLS.
The beginning of the educational year is at hand.
Schools and colleges will soon opeu again, and Catholic parents and guardians who have at heart the best
interests of those under their charue should select for
them, as the place to begin or continue their studies,
some Catholic institution. It is not difficult to find,
at this stage of the Church's progress in this country,
Catholic institutions of learning which are fully up to
the best standard as far as secular instruction is concerned, while the spiritual and moral advantages they
offer are not found in any school or college outside the
Church. There are no better schools in the world
than those supported and sanctioned by the Church.
Their methods of instruction even on the testimony
of Protestants who naturally have no particular admiration for anything Catholic are equal and in
many cases superior to those in operation in nonCatholic institutions ; and the supervision exercised
in them over the morals and manners of their pupils
is well adapted to the best development of the heart
and soul, as well as the mind, of those upon whom in
a few years the Church (humanly speaking), and the
country must depend. From the very first grades of
school work up to the finishing of the college course
the Church in the great centres of population now
possesses the necessary educational facilities; and
?

?

there should be no reason for Catholic parents and
guardians, wherever circumstances will permit, to refrain from sending their children to Catholic schools.
The Catholic parochial school is the proper place for
the Catholic child, just as the Catholic college and
academy is the proper place to which the Catholic
young man and young woman should be sent.
Some years ago the School Guardian an English nonCatholic publication in an article calling attention to
the need of religious training in the education of the
young said something which Catholic parents who
make the mistake of sending their children to nonCatholic schools should take seriously to heart. It
has direct reference to the younger children, but it'
may be applied with equally as much pertinence to
those of larger growth :
" It is a serious mistake to assume that children, by
?

innate moral intuition, know their duty. Their conscience needs to be enlightened and their judgment
formed by the standard of divine truth. Their obligations to God, themselves, their parents and family,
their neighbors and their country should be explicitly
and lovingly taught, that they may grow upas devout
Christians and useful citizens."
«?»

NOW IS THE TIME.
Yes, now is the time for Catholics of every party
and every shade of political opinion, to unite for securing justice and fair dealing from our rulers and governors. There is no need of waiting until some one of
the many plans which have been proposed to secure
the united action of Catholics has been adopted.
Elections are approaching throughout the country for
state legislators, governors, members of Congress and
senators. It is not necessary, now, to repeat the as-

sertion we have so often made, and which has been
repeated by so many of our correspondentsand by the
whole Catholic press throughout the country, that it
is not a Catholic political party that we are urging,
but a union of Catholic sentimentand Catholic action
of all parties in favor of laboring for the election of
men of any party who will pledge themselves, and who
can be depended upon, to do justice to Catholics.
Even in the election of fellow Catholics, or professed
Catholics, we should be careful to vote for men of
firm, consistent Catholic principle, who will not be
ashamed to stand up in the halls of legislation and
contend manfully for justice and fair dealing to Catholic interests whenever occasion may call for such advocacy. We have Buffered too much from the timidity, the backwardness and shultling conduct of bogus
Catholics who trade upon the name at the time of
election, but go back upon their principles in the time
of trial. Let no mere nominal Catholic be put forward but such as can be depended upon to take a
firm, decided and unwavering stand in insisting upon
our rights and privileges before the law. And let the
Catholics in each congressional district throughout

the country interest themselves in looking out for,
and bringing their influence to bear in favor of, the
selection of such membersof Congress and state legislators as can be depended upon not to shirk responsibility in voting for and using their influence for the
securing of equal justice and fair dealing.
As we understand it, one of the chief benefits of the
proposed federation which is attracting so much attention and discussion at the present time, is in awaking attention to the subject and rousing Catholics to
action. After all, the work may be done for the present by the individual Catholics in each election district. The leading influential Catholics in each parish
should consult together and bring their influence to
bear upon the leading politicians, giving them to understand that the vote of the Catholic body in that
district will not be given to a man of known anti-Catholic proclivities or one who will not be willing to do
justice to Catholics whenever opportunity offers.
We need not here repeat the many and urgent reasons for prompt and vigorous action on the part of
our brethren throughout the country. That there are
such reasons in abundance is notorious, and they appeal most powerfully to the heart of every loyal Catholic in the land. If there is any faith, any zeal, any
loyal devotion to truth and the great and holy cause
which we represent and which we hold to be of paramount importance not only to ourselves but to the
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CONSIDERATIONS ON CATHOLICISM
BY A PROTESTANT THEOLOGIAN.
CIV.
Dean Hodges, after having, as we have seen, given
a fantastic and utterly unrecognizable definition of
justification by faith, slightly mitigated from Froude,
a description in which we find no resemblance to Paul,
to Rome, or to Luther himself, and after having

described to us as a hero of sincerity and a hater of
shams a man who was so little of either that after several years of his new career he threatened,on a sudden disgust, to recant everything he had taught and
to go back to the Pope, goes on to speak of indulgences.
The Dean introduces this matter by speaking of Leo
X. as " an elegant pagan, who is reported to have said,
'How profitable is the fable of Christ!'" Now no
one has a right to give such a report of a man, knowing it to have been formally denied by a high authority advised of the facts, and unfriendly to the
man. But Dr. Hodges knows or if he does not, his
ignorance is a discredit to him? that Ranke, who has
no higher opinion of Leo than Cardinal Capecelatro
himself, nevertheless expressly denies that Leo X.
viewed the Gospel as a fable. He treats him as a
Christian believer, though one of a worldly temper.
He concurs with the eminent Archbishop of Capua in
regarding the glory of his reign as not a glory of the
he positively denies that he was
world at large, is it not time that we should awake all kingdom of God, but
not pronounce very aggravated
an
unbeliever.
I
will
along the line, and bestir ourselves to action with the
the
offence
and charity in the giving of
against
justice
firm determination of striving earnestly by every
since
report,
concerning a person who
Ranke,
such
a
honorable means to secure the rights and privileges
dead
three
hundred
and seventy-nine years,
has
been
and the equality before the law to which, as loyal citiagainst
justice
but
and charity it is.
an
offence
zens of a free republic, we are justly entitled, but of
I
criticism
to
offer upon the Dean's
special
have no
which we are now unjustly deprived?
It
is
slight and superficial,
indulgences.
treatment of
little attention to
given
very
shows
him
to
have
WHY THE "REVIEW" INSISTED ON THE and
the development of the doctrine and usage, but it is
CUBANS' CATHOLICITY.

Our esteemed contemporary the Cambridge Prett
favored us in a recent issue with a little editorial notice
wherein it stated that the Review was going consider-

ably out of its way in its emphasis on the religious affiliations of our Cuban visitors. We beg to differ with
the Press. The Review insisted upon the Catholicity
of the Cubans only because the Protestant and secular
press entirely ignored that aspect of the teachers' life.
In fact from the way in which they spoke of the Cubans attending Protestant services one would have
supposed that such a thing as a Catholic Cuban was a
rara avis among our visitors. The I'ress itself was not
above that sort of "non-sectarianism." Until the
Review protested against this unfair treatment, the
Boston dailies gave scarcely any indication that the
Cubans attended Catholic services on Sundays, yet
every little well advertisedbut sparsely attendedmeeting for Cubans, under the auspices of this or that
Protestant sect, received much prominence. We respectfully submit that the Review was not going out
of its way in doing this. This is part of our business.
That's what we are here for, to defend Catholic interests. In doing this we have to investigate matters,
and discoverfacts and tell the plain truth. This may
be bitter to some of our esteemed friends, but it is
necessary. It may seem " ungracious to the point of
impudence " to the delicate Prett (some of whose own
remarks about the Cuban teachers while among us
were hardly according to the canons of good taste),

but fair minded people who know how to judge will
hardly think so.
"The Cubans were not brought here because they
were Catholics," says the I'ress. True. Neither were
they brought here because they were Protestants, nor
because they were going to leave the Church for Protestantism, nor because their coming would serve as
an excellent opportunity to show them the difference
between benighted Rome on the one hand and enlightened Protestantism on the other. Nor were they
brought here that the daily papers might exploit what
the Protestant churches exclusively were doing for
them religiously and socially. But the average reader
of the secular press for the first few weeks of the Cubans' stay at Harvard, would certainly think so. This
is why the Review emphasized the Catholic side of the
affair, esteemed contemporary because the secular
papers ?the I'ress included?and the Protestant press
gave entirely unfair impressions of the Cubans.
?

?

.

much less incorrect than some of his statements have
been concerning matters much nearer the foundation.
There is no doubt that great abuses had gathered
around indulgences, and that they had often served
venal purposes of ecclesiastics in very high place.
There was abundant call for the reforms of Trent,

which that vigorous and not always over-scrupulous
Protestant controversialist, Doctor Hase, pronounces
to have put an end to the scandals. These scandals
seem to have culminated under Tetzel and his employer, the primate Albert of Brandenburg.

1 may

remark that Albert long wavered between the Catholics and the Lutherans. Could he have secularized
his electorate and married, he would probably have
become as good a Protestant as any of them. In that
case his unlawful gains from indulgences would have
been sanctified and easily forgiven for an occasional
contribution out of them to the progress of the new
gospel.
I may remark that the Dean does not appear by any
means just in tracing back the introduction of money
payments for indulgences to a desire for ecclesiastical
profit, however largely it degenerated into that. Read
Rothe one of the intensest of Protestants and
you will see that it has apparently much more to do
with the judicial commutations of the northern races,
taken up and more or less modified by the Latins,
until their inevitable abuses led to their almost complete abrogation.
The tenor of Dr. Hodges' account can not well be explained except as meaning to lead his hearers to suppose that the extension of indulgences to purgatory
was also a fruit of venality, a violent leap to catch
money even from the world of the dead. Now this is
a gross misrepresentation. The development of indulgences has followed a close logic. We know that
the early Church imposed on flagrant offenders severe
and protracted penances. These they often died after
only partially accomplishing. The Church, for a good
reason, could mitigate, or remit, or retain the penance.
Now the Redeemer has said to His people, and first to
St. Peter Whatsoever thoushalt bind on earth shall be
bound in heaven and whatsoever thou shalt loose on
on earth shall be loosed in heaven. If then the Church,
for a good reason, could mitigate a punishment on
?

?

:
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earth, it followed that she could do so if death
transferred the completion to another life. An indulgence not granted for good reason, says Cardinal
Sunday, Aug. 26.
Bellarmine, has of course no validity, and whether the Twelfth Sunday after

reason is good or not it is only God who can finally
determine. Therefore, says the devout and illustrious

Jesuit, let us avail ourselves freely of the treasures
offered by the Church, but above all let us be sure to
lay up a large treasure of the works of true repentance
and of fruitful beneficence, so that when we fail we
may find that we have made many friends to receive
us into the everlasting tabernacles. I have amplified
his exhortation, but along his own lines. But if the
Church had power, for a good reason, jusia dc caw*",
to remit a canonical penance onearth, it followed that
she had power to remit or lessen it if unfulfilled on
earth, that here Divine fidelity and ecclesiastica1
justice met in one line. It is very unjust to ascribe to
?upidity that which rests on thoroughly connected
reasoning.
Moreover, that the ascription to the Church of a
limited power in purgatory has not been an invention
for the sake of gain is shown by the fact that since
indulgences, partial and plenary, have again become
almost entirely detached from the outlay of money,
except as a purely optional alternative, the general
teaching of divines remains precisely what it was be-

fore, and the most unworldly and disinterested divines

arejust as solicitous to encourage the obtaining of indulgences by the living for themselves or for the dcParted as those whose motives are more open to
question. This is the more worthy of note because we
know that thereis no definition made by the Church,

as of faith, concerning indulgences except that Christ
has given power to grant them, and, perhaps, the
subsequent papal decision that indulgences procured
for the dead are only available as intercessory, per
modam suffragii. This shows that even since all easily
conceivable motives of interest have been removed,
the general ecclesiastical sense concerning this matter
remains as before. The question whether indulgences
satisfy (Jivi ne as well as ecclesiastical justice is one
tn at Ido not well understand, and shall leave to the
free discussion of theologians.
Dean Hodges has entirely neglected the opportunity
of disabusing the minds of his hearers concerning the
nature of indulgences. He knows, or if he does not
he should not speak, that indulgences, since they first
came into their present form under Urban 11., in 1095,
have invariably been confined contritis atr/ue confessis,
that is, to those who, being truly repentant of their
s 'ns, and having confessed, have obtained sacramental
absolution, and are therefore in a state of grace. Dr.
Hodges knows very well that Protestants generally
have a vague notion that indulgences are meant to
forgive sins past, and even sins intended, that they
are thereforeavailable for those who are not in a state
of grace, and are meant to assure them of deliverance
both from purgatory and hell, even without regard to
That slovenly ignoramus, but thorough
representative of vulgar prejudice, Lansing, represents
it so in all form. Dr. Merle, who, at bottom, is almost
as slouchingly ignorant as Lansing himself, in any
critical point, is not ashamed gravely to retail that
ridiculous story about Tetzel's selling to a Saxon
repentance.

nobleman an indulgence to commit a mortal sin
something glaringly in contradiction to the brawny
friar's own public and continuous teachings?and then
being robbed by the nobleman under cover of his own
?

authorization.

Pentecost. Epistle 11. Cor.,
LukeX.,
St.
L'337. Jesus said in this
gospel,
111. 4-9 ;
:
Blessed
are the eyes that
disciples
gospel to His

"

see the things which you see "; and, in St. Matthew,
the ears that hear are declared also blessed. The
blessings which we enjoy as Christians are numerous
and great. Enjoying them every day we are liable to
overlook their importance and their innumerable advantages. In some respects it is only by comparison
with less favored people that we shall be able to form
an adequate judgment of the spiritual riches which
Divine Providence has showered on us. We should recall the sad condition of the pagan world deprived of
the graces of Christianity. While the principles of
Christianity are intended primarily to re-establish on
a correct and true basis our relations with our Creator
and thereby lead us to eternal life, yet they also indirectly affect our physical well-being and render the
condition of Christian people more desirable and comparatively happier. Notice the degraded condition of
women in heathen countries. They are hardly more
free and their rights are no more respected than the
slaves. The weakness of childhood, the decrepitude
of age are neither esteemed nor honored ; nor are
sickness and misfortune provided against. The superior physical condition of the Christian people are
due to Christian principles which teach one God the
Author and Preserver of all things ; the common
Father of all peoples who looks witji equal favor on
the poor and weak as He does on the great and powerful. Well then may we repeat the Gospel words
Blessed are the eyes and ears that see and hear the
eternal principles of truth and justice which we hear
and see. But our greatest privilege is that the Christian mind and conscience have been enriched with the
light of faith. This light dispels the mental darkness
that enshrouds the pagan world. In its effulgence the
mystery of life and eternity vanishes God Himself
and His nature and relation to us become intelligible
to the meanest capacity. Blessed, thrice blessed indeed, are we who have been thus favored by Almighty
God. The indebtedness of the Catholic Christian to
the divine munificence is, however, still greater. Con-

:

;

template the blessings of having been born in the true

Church which has the custody and administrationof the
sacraments Baptism, Penance, the Eucharist, Conso many channels of
firmation, Extreme Unction
divine grace. Outside of this Church faith is on the
wane; rationalism threatens to dispossess it of the
allegiance of a people once Christian. In the name of
reason they are in danger of denying the God of
reason. The grace of faith becomes day by day
weaker and weaker, and thereby the power to understand the mysteries of religion become less and less.
God's voice becomes more and more indistinct and
more difficult to understand. This mystery our Saviour
explains to the apostles(chapter XIII. of St. Matthew)
who asked him " Why speakest Thou unto them in
parables? He answered because it is given unto you to
know the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven, but to
them it is not given. * * * Therefore speak I to them
in parables: because they seeing, see not; and hearing, they hear not; neither do they understand. * * *
For this people's heart is waxed gross, and their ears
are dull of hearing, and their eyes they have closed ;
lest at any time they should see with their eyes, and
hear with their ears, and should understand with their
hearts, and should be converted, and I should heal
them." Behold the reason why Christ spoke to the
Scribes and Pharisees in parables. It was simply because they were unwilling to hear and obey. They
had no sincere desire to understand Christ; therefore
it was that He used parables. He withdraws little by
little the grace to understand which the Jews abused
or refused to use. An additional reason for gratitude
to God on our part for the grace of faith. God offers
this grace to all and increases or diminishes it according to our use or neglect of it.
Holiday, Aug. 27.
?

?

:

Now it would have done Dr. Hodges no harm to exPlain that, while some subordinate venders undoubtedly did insinuate to the people that indulgences
St. Joseph Calasanctius.
might be stretched to cover even intended sins, Tetzel
Aug. 28.
Tuesday,
himself, brutal and venal as he was, stands fully acSt. Augustine.
quitted of this monstrous perversion, as does also the Wednesday, Aug. 20.
Beheading of St. John the Baptist.
worldly and covetous archbishop his principal.
Aug. 30.
Thursday,
Luther, in his Theses, passes over such stories in silent

disdain, although, of course, it is possible that he may
afterwards have picked them up to use for "campaign
|ies," something which he owns that it may be "edifying and salutary " to do.
Charles C. Starbuck.
Andover,

Mass.
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St. Rose of Lima.
Friday, Aug. 31.
St.

Raymond Nonnatus.

Saturday, Sept. 1.
Votive of the Immaculate Conception of the
Blessed Virgin Mary.

Sunday.
The heavens are mine, the earth is mine, and the
nations are mine; mine are the just, and the sinners
are mine; mine are the angels, the Mother of God and
all things are mine, because Christ is mine and all for
me. What dost thou, then, ask for, Omy soul ? Go
forth and exult in thy glory ; thou shalt obtain all the
desires of thy heart.
Dear Lord ! my heart shall no more doubt
That thou dost compass me about
With sympathy divine !
The Love for me once crucified
Is not the love to leave my side,
But waiteth ever to divide
Each smallest care of mine.
Monday.
There is no better test to distinguish the chaff from
the grain, in the Church of God, than the manner in
which sufferings, contradiction and contempt are
borne. Whoever remains unmoved under these is
grain.
Let your soul grow a thing apart,
Untroubled by the restless day,
Sublimed by some unconscious art,
Controlled by some divine delay ;
For life is greater than they think,
Who fret along its shallow bars.
Tuesday.
If to be like her divine Son in all things, Mary must
leave this world by submitting to death, she will
therefore come forth from the tomb without suffering
its corruption. St. Augustine asks " How could God
permit her virginal body to become a prey to the cor-

:

ruption of the tomb? "
With white feet of angels seven,
Her white feet go glimmering;
Far above the deep of heaven,
Flame on flame, and wing on wing.
Wednesday.
All God's works are greater when we get to look into
them than they seemed at first.
Lift your head to heaven, and see that not one of
the mortals who are there immortal, arrived thither
except by continual afflictions and troubles. Say
often in the midst of your contradictions This is the

:

way to heaven; I see the harbor, and I am sure
storms can not hinder me from reaching it.

that

For ignorant hopes that were
Broken to our blind prayer ;
For pain, death, sorrow sent
Unto our chastisement;
For all loss of seeming good,
Quicken our gratitude.
Thursday.
It is characteristicof theSpirit of God to work with
gentleness and love; and the way of succeeding in
whatever we undertake is to imitate Him.? St. Vincent dc Paul.
If we knew the pain and heartache
Only a little word can make,
If we knew that thoughtless slighting
Soon a loving heart will break,
Could we read what is before us,
Read the pain and grief and sorrow,

Could we know the many heartaches,

See the anguish of tomorrow?
Would we do as we do now ?

Friday.

Death was for Mary the term of her sighs, the wish
of her heart, the end of all her earthly labors. She
was going to regain Him whom she had lost on earth,
her dear Son. She was going to be reunited with her
God, to enjoy His happiness and to share His glory.
Jerusalem the golden
With milk and honey blest!
Beneath thy contemplation
Sink heart and voice oppressed.
Saturday.
I do not know, cries St. Augustine, where to find
words worthy of chanting your praise, O blessed

Mother!

The weary years of exile past and gone,
Behold at last the Blessed Mother lying
Upon her little couch ; it is the dawn,
And she is slowly dying.
Come
forth, my love, my dove,from this drear place,
"
Arise and come, my peerless, beauteous one !
With outstretched arms, a glory on her face,

"

The Mother clasps her Son.
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The Works of Brueck, Birkhaeuser, Gilmartin
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i.
the
History
Church," by Heinrich
of
Catholic
"
Brueck translated by Rev. E. Pruente. 2 vols.
New York, Cincinnati, Chicago ; Benziger Brothers.
The work of Dr. Brueck, professor of theology in
the Seminary of Mentz, is a summary of the history
of the Church from the coming of Our Lord to our
own times. It is on much the same lines as the history of Alzog. However, as Dr. Brueck intended his
book to serve the purpose of a text-book primarily,
one is not surprised to find it little more than a compendium. A work, however, like that of Alzog in plan
and method, entirely unlike it in voluminousness and
attention to detail. A happy feature of the book in its
original form were the notes of the learned author, and
his references to the sources of information and general literature upon subjects worthy of special study.
The book was translated into English by Rev. E.
Pruente, a priest of the archdiocese of St. Louis, Mo.
The translator took the liberty of making whatever
changes or additions he considered of special interest
to ecclesiastical students in this country ; thus, for
example, he added a summary of the history of the
Catholic Church in the United States, something entirely lacking in the original.
The history of Dr. Brueck is to be commended for
its conciseness, which permits the student to gain a
fair survey of all of the important questions in the
history of his Church. The spirit which animates the
work throughout is entirely Catholic ; and towards
the end there is an interesting account of the ecclesiastical history of our times of very particular value,
since upon the subject of current Church affairs, Dr.
Brueck is a specialist of acknowledged authority.
Two faults may be found with the translator. 1. He
should have retained the notes added to the text of
the original work. These notes were either references
to the sources and literature upon a moot-point, or
else they contained further explanation of a question
not brought out fully in the text. Such notes, guiding, as they do, the thoroughgoing reader in search
of fuller information, are of real moment. In fact, a
manual or text-book, loses much of its usefulness if
these helps are wanting, or if they are not in sufficient
number. A text book should servea twofold purpose
it should give general information on broad lines in a
concise way ; and it should also supply the reader
with means of knowing more than it tells, especially
on matters provocative of doubts or hesitation; it
must needs make mention of the original sources
and the more developed expositions, whence more
complete knowledge may be drawn. The translator
pleads for his omission of many of the notes by saying that only such as "bear testimony to important
events, or which refer to doctrines specially contested
or misrepresented by non-Catholics, or even such as
seem to be of peculiar interest in themselves, have
been retained." It may be well to notice, that the
distinction between important and unimportant
events should not be accentuated too much in ecclesiastical history. Every fact, however insignificant it
may appear, makes us more acquainted with the true
character of the Church; and in this sense it has its
importance. And even if it be of lesser weight than
other events, why should the student be prevented
from attaining a deeperknowledge of it? If a manual
mentions a matter at all, it is sufficient proof that the
subject is important enough to find place in a general
history. 2. The other fault we find with the translator has already been noticed by the writer of the
introduction, the Right Rev. James Andrew Corcoran,
who admits that " there are a few periods in which
the German idiom has been so carefully retained as to
interfere with the sense." A defective translation not
only makes a book dull reading it is very apt to
change the shade of thought or spoil its connection
and not unfrequently you will find it commit the
author to statements which he would be loath to
father. Thus Father Pruente makes Dr. Brueck say
(vol. 1., p. 20) that Eusebius, bishop of Cfcsarn-a,
wrote an ecclesiastical history in ten volumes, and
that this history was continued by the two administrators in Constantinople, Socrates and Sozomenus.
The history of Eusebius does not comprise ten volumes, but only ten books and the two writers mentioned were not administrators but attorneys. Dr.
Brueck's own work, however, as well as that of the
translator, may not be passed as altogether correct
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and above criticism ; to more than one assertion the
111.
student of history must plead exception. Thus, when "Manual of Church History," by the Rev. T.
Gilmartin, Professor of Ecclesiastical History, St.
speaking of (ecumenical councils, the author admits
Patrick's College, Maynooth. 2 vols. Dublin,
(vol. I. p. 131), that generally the emperors convoked
1890.
them, though with the consent of the popes, or at
The
above title announces to the reader a work on
their request. This is hardly correct; it is not known,
Church history written originally in Knglish,
general
for example, that the Emperor Constantine, when
the Rev. T. Gilmartin, late professor of ecclesiasticonvening the bishops to the first general council, by
held in Nictea, a. d. 325, asked Pope Sylvester I. for cal history in Maynooth, Ireland. The publication of
it proves that the English-speaking Catholics are in no
his consent. No objection, however, was made to the way
behind their brethren of other countries in the
order of convocation by the pope who sent his reprelaudableenterprise of promoting Catholic science. The
sentatives to the assembly. Again, when speaking of two volumes
embrace the history of the Church from
the Easter controversy, during the pontificate of
the beginning of Christianity down to the Reformation
Victor 1., a. i). 190-202, there is no mention of the fact,
in the sixteenth century. A third volume, which was
that the churches of Asia actually submitted to the
decision of the pope, at least during the third century; intended to complete the work, never appeared on account of the learned author's premature death. In
a point, be it noted, of no small bearing, since it demthe volumes published, the subject matter is divided
onstrates that the supreme power of the Church of into
two periods : one extending from the birth of
Rome was recognized at this early date, by churches
to the end of the seventh century ; the other
Christ
so far distant as those of Asia. This question has
been definitely settled in recent years by the learned
French Abbe L. Duchesne. Of the heresiarch Wycliffe,
it is said (vol. 11. p. 109), that " be began in 1380 to
translate the Bible into English." The assertion is
not based on any serious historical document. Dona
Gasquet in his essay on the Old English Bible has recently shown that there is no foundation for the popular legend that makes Wycliffe a translator of the
Bible into English. The present versions, commonly
known as Wycliffite, are for the most part, if not entirely, authorized editions by Catholic writers of the
Pre-Reformation period. Here and there in the work
other views are advanced, which do not agree with
the conclusions of the best historians of modern times.
An instance is the author's treatment of the " Donation of Constantine," i.e. the edict believed for long
in the Middle Ages to have been issued by the first
Christian emperor, in which the latter conferred on
Pope Sylvester I.the city of Rome, the imperial palace
there, and the provinces, places, and cities of all Italy,
and the western regions. Although scholars practically agree that the document is spurious, they are
at variance in regard to its place of origin and several
other details ; and in this discussion Dr. Brueck does
not adopt the more authoritative conclusions. It is
more generally maintained that the edict originated
in Italy and in Rome ; not in France as Dr. Brueck
argues. Moreover, his statement that a pope never
appealed to the document up to the twelfth century,
is refuted by our present information that, as early as
the year 777, Pope Adrian I. did make reference to it.
One may not but report these minor faults and
inaccuracies on the part of translator and author
defects, however small, that assuredly lessen the
scholarly value of the work. In spite of them, however, we do not hesitate to recommend the book to
Catholic readers, although we would not wish the
serious student to rest satisfied with its contents, but
would urge him to supplement his studies by further
reading in more voluminous general histories or in
the able brochures on special subjects which of recent
times have done so much to flood the difficult problems of ecclesiastical history with long desired and
needed light.
11.
by Rev. J. A. Birkhaeuser.
Church,"
of
the
History
" New York and Cincinnati.
Fr. Pustet A Co. Fifth
edition. 1896.
The manual of Rev. J. A. Birkhaeuser, formerly
professor in the seminary of St. Francis, Milwaukee,
is another contribution to the literature on general
Church history written originally in the English language. It is in one volume of nearly 800 pages. Although the author in the preface lays no claim to
originality, the book represents fairly well the conclusions reached by scholars in this field of learning.
The paragraphs on the history of the Church in
America render it especially valuable for the readers of
this country. Still here and there views are found
now abandoned ; views some of which are discussed
elsewhere in this series of papers. One such problem
treated altogether too one sidedly and inadequately
is the case of Pope Liberius (a. D. 352-50). Father
Birkhaeuser maintains that this Pope obtained his return to Rome, whence he had been exiled by the Emperor Constantine without signing any questionable
document whatever. The best contemporary authorities are against this opinion. The whole problem,
however, is of such import and calls for such careful
detail of treatment, that it is referred to here simply as
an illustration of the shortcomings of the book under
review. The manual, having no reference at all to the
original sources, is better adapted for use in Catholic colleges. The students in the seminaries need
something more than a mere narrative of events, however perfect it may be. In their after-life questions
may be put to them which are either not contained in
their manual or are treated from a different point of
view. To solve them they must be acqainted with the
sources and trained to make the right use of them.

,
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from this latter date to the rise of Protestantism. The
second period is subdivided, its first part ends with
the accession of Hildebrand to the papacy ; and beginning with his pontificate, the second part continues
the story up to the sixteenth century. The more im-

portant problems are treated at a fairly well informed
idea of them.
The style is clear and pleasing ; the matter is, in
general, accurately exposed. A specially valuable
feature of the work is a detailed account of the ecclesiastical history of Ireland and England. The method
and the plan of the work, however, are not all that
could be desired. If the events of an epoch were
arranged according to their kind, it would have been
so much easier for the writer to show their connection
and sequence. The reader, of course, would profit by
such a disposition, being thus placed at better vantage to grasp more clearly the significance of kindred
facts. Thus it would have been far better to speak,
first, of the external condition of the Church ; and,
then, of the doctrinal controversies one after the
other, without interrupting the narrative by the insertion of matter altogether different in character.
The lack of a uniform plan is, perhaps, responsible
for the absence of certain subjects which by right
ought to have a place in the narrative. By way of
example there is no account at all of the work done
by Christ, the founder of the Church ; and the condition
of the infant organization?its gradual separation
from the synagogue the contentions of the various
parties in it ; the principal religious practices and
other features that characterized the apostolic age are
not touched upon. The works of the apostolicFathers,
or of those ecclesiastical writers who lived in close
proximity to the apostles, are unmentioned. These
omissions are to be deeply regretted, since they leave
the reader without even general information of an
accurate kind concerning the condition of the Church
in its primitive stages. It certainly would have been
helpful also, had the author something to say of the
sources on which the study of history is necessarily
based. A word on the character of these sources, their
various kinds, and a summary enumeration of them is
generally expected in a manualof Church history the
more so if it exceeds the size of a single volume.
In a general history, which has to give a short account of so many questions, there are necessarily some
defects either in accuracies, or views out of harmony
with later and more exhaustive studies. Thus, we
may be allowed to note that it is not exact to speak,
as the author does (vol. 1., p. 304), of a diocese of
Aix-la-Chapelle and Frankfort. The city of Aix-laChapelle had only one bishop who took possession of
the see early in the beginning of this century; but
since thenit has been abolished. Frankfort never was,
to my knowledge, an episcopal see. Again, and this
is somewhat more serious, the author, when speaking
of the Apostles' Creed, and of the personal history of
the apostles(vol. 1., pp. 28, 40 ff), quotes from ancient
traditions or Acts of the Apostles.which are void of all
historical value. There is no historical argument to
show that the apostles before separating agreed to
draw up a symbol of faith for the purpose of securing
a uniform belief among their followers. The creed
known as the Apostles' Creed was originally nothing
but the profession of faith recited by the catechumens
before they received the sacrament of baptism. Of
the personal history of the apostles, with the exception of St. Peter, St. Paul, St. John and St. James the
Less, scarcely anything is known except the little contained in the canonical Acts of the Apostles. In another matter the author seems to exceed his premises
namely, in regard to the origin of Christianity in
Gaul (vol. L, p. 52): Father Gilmartin seems to favor
the traditional view which holds that the Christian
religion gained a foothold in that country during the
first century. Some of the apostles, or at least some
of their immediate disciples, it is thought, planted the
first seeds which bore such abundant fruit. All this
may be true, and as a possibility may be mentioned,
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but the narrative should let the fact appear that there
is no more actual historical proof for it, than that
based upon documents, whence the inference must remain uncertain. The first historical document in this
case is the narrative of the martyrdom of a number of
Christians who died for their faith during the reign of
the emperor Marcus Aurelius (161-80). From this fact
we learn that, in the middle of the second century,
there were flourishing Christian communities in the
cities of Lyons and Vienne with Bishop St. Pothinus
at their head ; but the origin of these communities in
apostolic preaching must remain merely a surmise.
Other points of difference we would notice are the
following First, the persecutions of the Christians in
the Roman empire are narrated with sufficient details (vol. 1., pp. 71, ff). The author has too much
faith, however, in certain acts of martyrs, which today are commonly rejected as spurious. It is unfortunate that he fails to explain the general cause of the
persecutions?an explanation to be sought in the nature of Roman laws and institutions. The Roman

:

religion, being identified with the state, had to be safeguarded by the authorities. Hence it was logical for
them to prosecute men who professed a belief which,
being universal and monotheistic, was entirely opposed to the interests of the state religion and of the
empire in consequence. Secondly, in the history of
the Novatians (vol. 1., pp. 130, ff.), a schismatic sect
in Rome, it is said that Novatian, who lived in the
middle of the third century, was the first anti-pope.
This is hardly correct. The Roman priest Hippolytus
became the leader and bishop of a schismatic sect in
opposition to Pope Calixtus(2l7-22) rightfully elected.
Thirdly, the narrative concerning the finding of the
Cross of Our Lord by St. Helena, such as we find it in
Greek and Latin writers at the closing years of the
fourth and early in the fifth century, is considered
by the writer as exhibiting historical facts which may
not be called into controversy (vol. 1., p. 148). Still it
has by no means all the requisites on which genuine
historical certitude is based. About the same time

another narrative of a similar kind was circulated in
the Syrian Church, where the finding of the Cross
was said to have occurred in the first century under
the auspices of Protonica, the Christian wife of the
pagan emperor Claudius. The learned historian and
courtier, Eusebius, never speaks of this event, which,
if true, would shed so much glory on theConstantinian
family. Fourthly, the character of the Spanish Inquisition is not correctly described by saying, that, it
Was a state rather than an ecclesiastical institution
( v°l- 11., p. 234). It must be admitted that the Inquisitorial tribunal was partly civil and partly ecclesiastical. The popes had given their consent to the
erection of it; they had granted the jurisdiction and
defined the limits thereof to its members. Other
Points have already been touched on, and may, therefore, be omitted. They relate, c. g., to the paschal
controversy in the second century, to the "Donationof
Constantine" and to the work of Wycliffe in connection
with the Knglish Bible. On these subjects the views
of the author are about the same as those expressed
in Dr. Brueck's history. Had a somewhat different
order been adopted in the disposition of the matter
and broarder spirit guided the author in these fewer
problems touched upon, the manual of Professor Gilmartin would certainly have been a volume of permanent usefulness.
IV.
History
General
of the Catholic Church," by
M. L'abbe J. E. Darras. From the French. 4 vols.
New York. P. O'Shea, Publisher, 1808.
The general history of the Church written originally
?n French by the Abbe J. E. Darras consists of four
'arge volumes. It embraces all the ecclesiastical history from the coming of our Lord to the election of
Pope Pius IX. The events are classified, not according to their matter, but according to the pontificates
of succeeding popes. At the end of the fourth volume
there is an appendix containing a sketch of the origin
and progress of the Catholic Church in the United
States of America. The work is written in an excellent
B Pirit, but in a less scholarly manner. Learned men,
even in France, have criticized it most severely.
Among them there are the Jesuit Father, P. Ch. Dc
smedt, chief editor of the Bollandists' "Acts of the
faints," the Abbe Chevalier and the Abbe Duchesne,
now director of the French school in Rome.
Comparing these different manuals of ecclesiastical
history it will be easy to notice that, in many cases,
th-e defects
are common to all. We may infer from
th's that the authors followed the same authorities or
else they were misled occasionally by preconceived
n °tions or preferences factors that have much to acfor in leading one to view facts in a different
"Kht from which the original authorities, carefully
duty
stu <Hed, would
suggest. Nevertheless, a foremost
of 'he
against
guard
historical writer is to be ever on
aU sueb.
influence his controlling purpose must be to

"

;
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aim at the truth before everything else. Truth does
no harm to the interests of the Church and whatever
difficulty may arise, its presence or solution only shows
that there are in the Church human elements at work,
which if not checked would, perhaps, become detrimental. But as Christians we know that Christ, the
Son of God, guides His Church, and that the failings
of men are in no way attributableto Him. Notwithstanding the shortcomings noted in the manuals of
ecclesiastical history under consideration we would
guard the general reader against the impression that
all such manuals are thus defective. By way of corrective to such an impression we would mention the
work of Dr. Finck, professor of Catholic theology in
the university of Tubingen, Germany ; a work as Catholic in spirit as it is scrupulously exact in its statements. It is a pity that this work, as yet, has not been
made accessible to the English-speaking Catholics by
a translation into their language.

in America. Will "Candor" seriously hold that the
Catholic college method of teaching philosophy is one
calculated to develop constructive power, balance or critical appreciation in any but a merely negative sense?
Has it given us opportunities of keeping abreast of modern philosophical research by any attention to physiological psychology, however elementary? by the slightest
attention to any but medieval thought and thinkers ? I
have sat beside Catholic college graduates who have
taken honors in scholastic philosophy, at a lecture by a
noted Harvard professor of philosophy and found them
utterly unable to understand the driftof his thesis.
Finally, if the Jesuit college curriculum is adequate
and defensible in fact as well as in theory, why is it that
Boston College, Holy Cross and others have seen fit suddenly to proclaim radical improvements in all branches:
to raise the stamiard of their several academic classes,
and to increase the rigor of their entrance requirements
to the extent promised by their recently issued catalogues ? It will not do to explain this as a mere coincidence
rather than as an effect of Harvard's position: to do so is to
resort to the same kind of logical subterfuge as that which
attempts to put in issue in the present controversy the
merits of an elective as against a prescribed
DISCUSSES ahstract
system of studies, without regard to the quality, amount
and value of the work which either system actually repre-

:

A BOSTON

COLLEGE GRADUATE
A LIVE

ISSUE.

Boston,

Mass., Aug. 14,

sents.

1!KX).

Editor Review :?
At the risk of being hailed as an unwelcome interloper
into the controversy being carried on in your esteemed
paper by " Candor " and " Veritas " as to the merits of
the Harvard-Boston College difficulty, permit me to
register a protest, not so much against the temper which
the controversy is assuming, as against the wholly impertinent issues which are being raised. From its present
tenor the dispute promises to develop " more vehemence
than truth, more heat than light."
Forsniug commonplaces, for "special pleading," wrongheadcdness, want of logical sense and the unscholarly
temper of his writings, we might afford to forgive controversialists of the stripe of "Candor," if they made us any
compensations in other ways; if they furthered the cause
they espouse one whit in the right direction. But no.
Here is a champion of absolutely no logical sense and
apparently witli no command of pertinent facts, admonishing another, who is perhaps closer to the real issues
than himself, to " pay a little more attention to the rules
canons of
of logic and lie less fearful of a violation of the
good taste!" If the intrinsic evidence to be collected
is
so
from his papers is worth anything, "Candor " young,
very young in fact as to lie to use his own rhetoric
hybrid conin the full glow of self-sufficiency." His
"glomerate"
of tyro editorialising and drivel about
"Americanism," Constitution," and the splendid confusion " of a " non-sectarianism " which, in some indefinable way, is connected or unconnected with "the standard
principles for judgingand estimating the value of reasoning processes," is positively nauseating. It is reminiscent
of the commencement orator with his profound nonsense
etc., with
about " life,"? as it is not!? human nature,"
the difference that it is absurdly irrelevant to the subject
matter. As a Catholic college graduate Iprotest against
such weakling champions as " Candor." If the final word
in the controversy has not been said by Father Brosnahan,
sanitythan
let us have a champion of more intellectual
as
to impute to President Eliot's silence such motives
than
exquisite
more
sense
of
humor
of
does;
"Candor"
as
to thrust his own pompous egotism and his function
expounderof the Constitution and holder-up of " a nobler
proideal for America " into this question of intellectual
scription, where the issue is nothing if not exact, objective
and susceptible of facts.
I am perfectly aware that in committing myself to the
position here taken I am liable to imputations of disloyalty, snobbishness, chauvinism, etc., from those whose
method is to discount adverse criticism by attempting to
search out and impugn the motives which may have
prompted it rather than to examine the validity of the
contention itself and its foundations of fact, if it have any.
It is a species of "intellectual dishonesty" older than
ignorantiam may
Aristotle, with which the argument ad
be wielded. Furthermore, it is not open to "Candor" to
urge that he has been unwillingly forced outside the
legitimate scope of the controversy by the shiftiness of his
opponent. He has rather compelled than restrained its
direction to the point of rhapsody with which he closes
his latest effort.
generalities as the
But rather than take refuge in mere
been, iet us put some of the
discussion
has
this
fashion of
use "Candor's"
?

?

"

"

"

"

"groundless

contentions "

- again

to

into precise form.
phrase-urged against Catholic colleges
Candor
Vssumingfor the purposesof interrogation that
he seriously
actually knows whereof he speaks, will
or that Catholic colleges in
maintain that Boston College,
their
courses in such important
adequate
in
general are
or modern in modern
history,
ancient
subjects as secular
maintain
'languages and literature. Will he seriouslyeven
fairly
turned out
has
College
Boston
that hitherto
scholars; that it is in any sense ngorEnglish
competent
required standard in mathemat.cal or
ous enough in its
Conceding that the stronghold of our
nhvsical sciences?
on its intellectual side, lies in
Catholic college education,
a
philosophy and the classics, what is to be said for classAristophanes and Plato, the
ignores
which
course
said for a text
writer of antiquity? What is to be
disposes of the whole wonderhook iv philosophy which
of suggestion m the asful facts of the psychology
is the work of the
tounding syllogism that hypnotism
a text book is in current use in
Such
evil
as in nearly every Jesuit college
Boston College as well

;

Ll
Lest

spifit?

Moreover, if, as not a few Catholic college graduates
seem to think, our alma maters are suffering from the
operation of the law of diminishingreturns, to the numerical increase of the non-sectarian colleges, the recreancy
of the new-rich, the worldly ambitious and solicitantw
for social prestige," if not actually justified, certainly
offers but a partial explanation. That this stand of Harvard must work beneficial results in the status of our
Catholic colleges, since it in a measure compels them to
improvements from motives of expediency, is, no doubt,
the hope of all those who have long since despaired that
any finer moral perceptions of the obligations of their
office as educators might lead the Jesuits of their own accord to make such considerable improvements as now
seem imperatively necessary.

"

ABSENT-MINDED

CRITICS.

Boston, Aug. 15, 1900.
Editor Review:?
I have been rather amazed at the tone of some of the
letters criticizing the Review which have lately appeared
in your columns. As to the relative merits of Harvard
and Boston College, I know little and care less, but thart
men could be found to question the Review's friendliness
towards Catholic education astonishes me. Now, I have
been a reader of the Review almost from its first appearance, and its editorial utterances time and time again
repeated, almost week after week, have been in advocacy
of Catholic education for Catholic youth. ." And still the
Review is silent or worse," says A. 8., criticizing the
Review's action in the present controversy. With all
due respect to the man who wrote that, Mr. Editor, I
think he should take something for his memory. Does
he not remember that the Review has printed editorial
after editorial favoring Catholic education as against all
other systems, and Boston College as against Harvard.
Does he not know that the Review brought out Father
Brosnahan's first paper, and at the time in the same
issue had an editorial on the subject which was quoted
far and wide ?even in such a paper as theNew York Sun t
Even the Jesuits themselves when they published the
Brosnahan letter in pamphlet form reproduced that editorial in part. What is the matter with these critics of
yours, Mr. Editor, that they can make such inaccurate
statements? The only answer to give is either they have
never read the Review carefully, or they are using their
memories as the small boy used his, " toforget with."
Not A College Graduate.
?

?

The Christian Register differentiates thus between the
Catholic and the Protestant idea regarding miracles:?
" He(the intelligent Catholic) discriminatesbetween
the diseases that faith will affect, and does not apply
the relic of a saint when quinine is theneeded remedy.
Being familiar with the idea of c miracle, he does not
allow it to bewitch his fancy or unhorse his reason.
Many Protestants might save themselves much unhappy experience by imitating the caution of the intelligent Catholic."

It is astonishing what some aspiring writers yt'V
to see their names in print. One of them had the
hardihood to send to us, as an original poem, the other
day, a song that has attained some popularity within
the past year or two. The mental twist of the
plagiarist is a curious psychological phenomenon.

"'

N

Father Barry, the author of " Arden Massiter,"
which Justin McCarthy praised as the leading book of
the year in England, has now almost finished his new
novel, "The Wizard's Knot," and Mr. Fisher Unwin
will publish it for him in the autumn season, before he publishes the "History of the Papal Monarchy," by the same author. " The Wizard's Knot
"
is a story of the time just before and during the great
famine in Ireland, and the scene is laid in the southwestangle of Cork and Kerry.
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Danversport, Mass., Aug. 1, 1900.
Dear Uncle Jack :
This is my first letter to you. lam nine
years old and I am in the fifth grade. My
studies are reading, spelling, writing,
drawing, singing, language, geography and
arithmetic. Igo to church every Sunday.
The pastor is the Rev. Thomas E. Power;
his assistant is the Rev. Joseph J.
O'Connor. My father takes the Review
and I like to read the letters in it. I have
a little kitten named Daisy. The books I
haveread are " Robinson Crusoe," "Forty
Thieves," "GeorgeWashington," "Editha's
Burglar," and lots of others.
Your loving niece,
Anna Splaine.
One of these days Anna must send
Uncle Jack an account of her vacation.
What books is she reading during the
holidays? What games does she play?
What birds has she named, and with
what trees has she become acquainted ?
Does Anna know some good countingout rhymes? What do the children say
when they want to know who is " it " ?
?

FutaMOrenWd omen.
5
5
S
5
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LiEVIEW.

THE SACKED HEAR'!

How to Get a Badge and Manual.
J
[Whoever sends In a new subscript
tlon to the Eeview, or renews an old c
subscription, with two dollars for the ?
year, will receive a badge and a Manual c;
free.
?
If your parents or friends subscribe P
and get the badge tor you send in your ?

5S name and be enrolled as a member, and P
S sign the League promise and keep It,?
S thatis, if you are not a Defender already.
S We can not give badge and Manual for
C any special or reduced rate subscripS t ions, but only when the full rate ($2) Is
S paid to this office direct.]
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UNCLE JACK TALKS WITH
THE BOYS AND GIRLS.
Chinese Children at Home.
Boston, Aug. l'J, l'JOO.
Dear Uncle Jack:
Your talk about Chinese children in the
Review of the past two weeks I read and
enjoyed very much. Looking through
some of the late magazines, my father
found the following, relating to the same
subject, which he said I might forward to
you, to have it printed in your department
of the Review. He said he was sure it
would interest you and your little readers.
In China as in other countries a home
is a home. A thousand years before Mother
Goose was ever heard of the Chinese were
singing to their children the same kind
of nursery rhymes as those collected by
Mr. Thomas Fleet, and published at his
printing house at Pudding Lane at a penny
a volume. "Knock at the Door," "Crab
the Knee," "This Little Pig Went to
Market," and other finger and face games
werereeled off in as good jingles as " Jack
and Jill," or " Little Boy Blue "; and the
children, both boys and girls, were playing
"Blind Man's Buff," "Prisoner's Base"
and " Hop Scotch," and fifty other games
of equal interest and benefit. They had
dolls and carts, stuffed with as good sawdust and painted with as bad paint as their
Occidental sisters, clay whistles and bamboo tops, buzzers with seeds on the corners
for whistles, and whistling birds, crowing
hens, barking dogs and crying babies, all
at which whistled, crowed, barked or cried
like our own rubber toys with the selfsame whistle.
They played horse, carpenter, soldier,
bandit and pirate just as you and I used
to, and studied
?

?

Rules of behavior for brothers and sons,
"Teachings
of ancient and virtuous ones,"
just as we studied our rhyming history and
geography, and were taught that

riding
" When
descend

or driving

you always

From your horse or your cart when you
meet with a friend,
Nor remount till yourfriend has passed by
I should say,
A hundred, or more than that, steps on his
way."

The girls were taught such doggerel as
the following:
?

the reason for the
" Have
binding of your feet?
you ever learned

a little girl had fallen into the river. As
quick as he could he jumped overboard
and caught the little girl and took her to
shore. Then he carried her home and they
brought her to. This boy was fourteen
years old. Another boy only eleven years
old, jumped overboard from a dock with
all his clothes on and saved Willie Clark
from drowning. Willie is only three years
old. He and his sister were playing on the
pier. Willie would have drowned only for
Harry McGingan's quickness. The crowd
made up a collection and gave it to Harry
as a reward for his bravery. Don't you
think these boys were heroes, Uncle Jack?
Your nephew,

John Nolan.
To be sure, Uncle Jack thinks they
wereheroes. They were brave and unselfish. John's little story also emphasizes
one of the things Uncle Jack has said
many times. Every boy ought to learn
to swim. If those boys had not known
how to swim two lives might have been
lost. It also shows the value of being
ready,some folks call it presence of mind.
Whatever you call it, it meansthinking of
the best thing to do on the spur of the
Bolton, Mass., July:SO, I'JOO.
Dear Uncle Jack :
moment. It's a faculty worth cultivatI am a boy of nine years and I am spend- ing, Uncle Jack can tell you.
ing my vacation up in the country, but I
Uncle Jack.
live in Cambridge. I go to St. Peter's
get
Church. I
the Sacred Heart Review
Colleges and Academies.
and I enjoy it very much. I read your little people's letters and enjoy them, too. I
wonder if the boys and girls know the
birds' names and are interested in them.
I know all their names, for I am studying
them in school. I have some little bantam
chickens, and they are very cunning. I
am going to bring them up by hand. There
are some squirrels around the house, and
they are quite tame. I went for a drive
SCHOOLS OF THE
the other day and saw some beautiful
SACRED SCIENCES,
My
sheep and lambs, and some flowers.
PHILOSOPHY,
uncle showed me how to make a windPHYSICAL SCIENCES,
mill, and I will tell the boys and girls how,
SOCIAL SCIENCES,
in my next letter. I hope I will be one of
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES,
the Defenders of the Holy Name, and I
hope to see my letter in print.
LAW,
Your loving nephew,
TECHNOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Thomas Austin Hillery.
INCLUDING MECHANICAL, CIVIL
Thomas is a good lad to respond so
AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
quickly to Uncle Jack's request for vacation letters. A very enjoyable vacation Open
he must be having, judging from his
account of it, and Uncle Jack sees that Address
Secretary.
he is learning many of those valuable
lessons which aren't taught in books.
Uncle Jack is very glad to welcome
Thomas to the ranks of the League of
FORDHAM, N. Y. CITY.
Defenders. He hopes Thomas will be
On Harlem Railroad, between Harlem River and
Long Island Sound.
one of the persevering and enthusiastic
members. We need to enlist all the new
members we can this fall, so Thomas conducted by tlio Jesuit Fathers.
College, Academic and l'repamtory Classes, Classical, Commust be prepared to work when he goes mercial
and Scientific courses.
wants
JSt. John's Hall,
Cambridge.
League
to
The
back
separate.
A
Preparatory Department for younger nova.
Military Drill l>y an Army Officer appointed by tlie U.S.
to make itself felt in the work of doing
Government.
away with insults to the Holy Name.
I oi lfi ins, et<>., apply to
Rev. THOMAS J CAMPISEI.T., S. J.,
And if we're going to be a power, each
President.
must
his
share
of
the
work.
Defender
do
Assumption,
Don't forget that, Defenders. Uncle Academy of the
Wellesley Hills, Mass.
Jack will remind you if you do, of
Academy, situated in the suburbs oi
course, but he wants you to think of it
Boston, is only a few miles from the city.
It is on the line of the Boston and Albany
without being reminded. But there
Railroad. The location is one of the most
that wasn't a bit polite of Uncle Jack to healthful and picturesque in New England
grounds are extensive, affording ample
interrupt his talk with Thomas and turn The
advantage for out-door exercise. The curri
culiini
studies is thorough and compre
around to talk to the whole League, was henslve,ofembracing
all the branches neces
it? Uncle Jack and all the other boys sary for a refined education. For
as
to
terms
for
boarders
or day pupils apply
will be much obliged if Thomas will de- to
Slater Superior.
scribe his windmill. Has Tnomas found
Attached to the Academy Is a preparatory
any bird homes this summer ? Of course school for boys between the ages of Sand 14
object of this school is to give such a gen
it is cruel to take the eggs, and one The
oral education as will fit pupils to enter col
lege.
frighten
the
ought to be careful not to
birds away, but if you're careful about
Mary's College,
these two things, there's no harm in
Emmittsburg,Md.
hunting for birds' nests. These bird
by an Association of Secular
Clergyman, under the auspices of His
homes are very interesting. If you look Eminence,
the Cardinal Archbishop of Baltl
at them closely you'll be surprised at the more. Classical, Scientific and Commercial
Courses. Terms: $300 In Senior, and $250 In
amount of skill that is required to build Small Boys' Department. Address
one. Some of them are woven like a
Rev. William L. O'tlara, President.
bit of cloth; others are made of mud.
Some are dug out of the side of trees.
College,
Does Thomas know where to look for
Delaware County, I'enn.
the different birds' homes?
by the Augustinian Fathers.
Location delightful. Courses thorough.
\u25a0
?

The Catholic University
of America,

Washington, D. C.

October 2, 1900.

The General

ST. JOHN'S COLLECE,
For Boarders and Day Scholars,

THIS

?

'Tis from fear that 'twill be easy to go out
upon the street."
Or this other:?
you ever learned the reason why
" Have
your ears should punctured be?
'TU that you may never listen to the talk
of Chang and Lee."
From all of which it will be seen that the
home life of a Chinese child is not very
different from that of the same child in the
West in a similar condition of life. Girls
have to take care of the baby or babies in
China just as they do elsewhere; only, as
a usual thing, there are more babies, and
so the girls are often burdened with three,
at which time they say, " I lead one, carry
one on my back and one in my arms," and
thus stub around on little bound feet.
This calls attention to that "awful custom
of foot-binding." The Pekin women are
of various grades, but all may be divided
into two kinds
Manchit and Chinese.
Terms moderate. Athletics of all kinds are
The Chinese binds her feet; the Manchu
encouraged. Send for prospectus.
Gloucester, N. J., Aug. 1, I'JOO.
does not.
Rev. L. A. Oelurey, O. S. A., President.
Thomas H. Carmady.
Dear Uncle Jack:
I saw two heroes this summer. We are
Uncle Jack is very thankful to Thomas
Gloucester and there are lots of
Mary's Academy,
for sending him the above clipping. He staying at
children here. They like to play along the
Manchester, N. H.
is sure the " Future Men and Women
" river. A boy named Thomas Middleton
SCHOOL, for young la<lles
will find much to interest them in the was fishing in a boat. He heard some chilylease send lor catalogue to
above account of Chinese children.
dren on the river bank crying and saw that
The Mother Superior.
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It is almost impossibleto expect too
much from theright use of Tarrant's
iiffervesccnt, Seltzer Apement. It has
given astonishingly good results in
numberless cases of dyspepsia, sick
stomach, biliousness, constipation and
rheumatism: for such ills no more
agreeable or effective remedy exists.
50c. and $1. Trial, 25c.

"

-

Tarrant's Dermal," a dainty antiseptic powder for nursery, toilet, after shayinpr. euros chafing, best foot powder. 25c.
At druggists, OX mailed on receipt of price by

Itarrant

&

co.,

New York

Hospice of Mt. Carmel,
Niagara Falls, Ontario.
Ideal place for rest and quiet.

All
modern improvements. Electric kitchen,
light and heat.
Terms moderate.
The annual retreat for school teachers
will be given from Aug. 27 to Sept. 1.
Write for particulars.

Loyola College,
MONTREAL.

Conducted by
English Jesuit Fathers.

Reopens Sept. sth.
Calendars mailed on application.

Rev, G. O'Bryan, S J.

President.

The University of Notre Dame,
NOTRE DAMB, INDIANA.
FULL COURSES IN CLASSICS, LETTERS, ECONOMICS AND HISTORY,
JOURNALISM, ART, SCIENCE, PHARMACY, LAW, CIVIL, MECHANICAL
and ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING,
ARCHITECTURE.
THOROUGH PREPARATORY and
COMMERCIAL COURSES.
ROOMS FREE to all students who have
completed the studies required for admission into the Junior or Senior Year, of any
of the Colleeiate Courses.
ROOMS TO RENT, moderate charge to
students over seventeen preparing for
Collegiate Courses.
A limited number of candidates for the
ecclesiastical state will be received at
special rates.
ST. EDWARD'S HALL, for boys under
13 years, is unique in the completeness of
its equipments.
The 57th Year will open SEPTEMBER
4th, 1900. Catalogues Free. Address
KEY. A. MORRISSBY,C.S.C., President.

St. Mary's Academy,
NOTRE DAME, INDIANA.
(One mile west of University of Notre
Dame.)
Conducted by the Sisters of the Holy
Cross. Chartered 1855. Thorough English and Classical education. Regular Collegiate degrees.
In Preparatory Department students
carefully prepared for Collegiate course.
Physical and Chemical Laboratories well
equipped. Conservatory of Music and
Schoolof Art. Gymnasium under direction
of graduate of Boston Normal School of
Gymnastics. Catalogue free. Address

DIRECTRESS OF THE ACADEMY,

St. Mary's Academy, Notre Dame, Indiana.

Notre Dame Academy,
LOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS.
Preparatory and advanced courses.
Kor circular address
THB SUPERIOR

BOSTON
nnuucQfi/u

COLLEGE

Street,
173 TremontTheatre.
Near Treuioiit

Will am n. Monarty,

Principal.

Shorthand, Typewriting, Book-keeping,
Telegraphy, Arithmetic, etc. Individual
instruction. Day and evening.
Call or send for circular.

University of St. Joseph's College.
St. Joseph, N, 8., Canada.
Conducted by the Fathers of Holy Cross.
Classical and Commercial Courses.

Only $120 a year.
For further information, write to the President.
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ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON,

Office: 75 Union Park Street, Boston, Mass.

,
_

Diocesan Director: Rev. Joseph V. Traoy, D. D.

..

on the day of j/fecW commemoration of the deceased
OF THE ASSOCIATION.
committee, or the B »ndto which he
To promote the evangelizing of non-Catholic peo- member, of the
Plea by the prayers and contribution, of the faithful. belong, j On the day of
Association; 13. At the hour of death, by invoking, at
least in the heart, the .acred name of Jesus; 14. .The
CONDITIONS OF MEMBERSHIP.
Mass said in

OBJECT

,
«er

To recite for the above intention, formed once
all, the Our Father and Hail Mary of the mornI»I er evening prayers, adding the following invocatwo St. Francis Xavier, frayfor us. 1. To give,
in aim. for the missions, at least five cent, monthly
er .Uty cent, a year. This offering is to be made
thiough the regular organization of the Association.
nna a ,tt»
?r
VKWANIZA
TION.
In each community "Bands' 1 are"formed, each
band consisting of ten or more persons. The Prometer or Head of a band collects the offerings of it.
members and turns them over to the Parochial or
Diocesan Director, a. the case may be. In many
parishes the Promoters meet from time to time in
to re P° rt and to devise the be.t mean, to furST
tnor the A..ociation.
I.

:

j

ANNALS.

ooeV^t""»*?

favor of the Privileged Altar for every
the name of an Associate for a deceased member.
Children who are members of the Association, but
tne
have not made their First Communion, may gainworn
above Indulgence, by performing .ome pion.
appointed by their confessor.
II. Partial Indulgence. 1. Seven year, and seven
quarantine, every time an Associate performs, in aid
of the Society, any work of devotion or chanty a.
jO0 days every time an Associate assists at the
Triduum ou the 3rd of May and 3rd of December; 3.
IOO
every time an Associate recites Our Father
and ffag Mary, together with the invocation of St.
Francis Xavier.
jyj t hese indulgences, both plenary and partial,
all have
are applicable to the souls in Purgatory andReverend
been approved of by hi. Grace, the Most
Archbishop.

;

;

Letter, from the mitsionarie. of the Association
ere collected and published every other month in the
Annals, a copy of which is sent gratuitouslyto every
?ellector of ten contributions or Promoter, and he, or
\u25a0he, i. expected to pass it around to the other memter, in succession, after which it become, hi. or her

EXTRAORDINARY ASSOCIATES.
a year, thereby ac-

mm a oma
ahe Association ha. .elected a. time, of special
Prayer and thanksgiving: 1. The feast of the Findmg of the Holy Cross, May the 3rd, the anniversary
el its foundation, in 1821; 2. The feast of St. Francis
£*?er, December the 3rd, patron of the Association.
un these two day. the Association has a Mass celeorated in every parish in which the work is regularly

,

P'eperty.
SPTHT
1
*"\u25a0*

j

1. Those who contribute $6.00
quiringthe right to receive for their own exclusive use
a sum
a COpy of the Annals. 1. All who contribute
of money not less than $40.00 for the purpose of establiahinga permanent fund, thus becomingmembers
in perfortuity. These may enjoy the above spiritual
and indulgence,perpetually, provided that they
«»T»r«
observe the other condition, prescribed to the A»-

jate«.

oc
Catholic of'every age and of both .exes are admiMiDie t0 membership, and all are earnestly exhorte j to j0;n the Association. There is certainly a
leI80n for us in the leal which actuates Protestant
to contribute mare than ten milium
foUar; a year for the propagation of their beliefs.
erganued.
&e ?? faithi and we daily pray ThykingWe
SPIRITUAL FAVORS.
dom come; yet to the extent of how many dollar.
1. Sneral thousand Masses are offered up every and cent, yearly do we aid the coming of that kingheroic
Teer by the missionaries for the intention of the liv- dom among heathen people. ? Our missioners,
results they
members of the Association. 1. men, constantly tell of the marvelous
>?*Summary
\u25a0 and theofdeceased
must
from
whom
they
effect,
had
the
means
gained
by
could
j
the Indulgence, which may be
ell the Associates.
1. On
these means come ? In due proportion fkom us ui
I. Plenary Indulgences.
through
rest,
upon
there
us
May
proportion
Crou,
">e''east the Finding of th. Holy
that
thejjrov3
responsibility
»? On theoffeast
the Church
of St. Francis Xavier, Dec. 3 3- On idence ofAlmightyGod, fulfilment ra for
our time of its
{he feast of the Annunciation of the Bleed Virgin, more or less complete
for
March 15 j 4 On the feast of the Assumption, Aug. mission to teachtoall nations.
.Whatever we give
unto us
"J 5. On any day within the octaves of the above this end is given God, and will be returned
and it .hall be given unto you
feast of the Epiphany, Jan. 6 7 a hundred-fold. "Give
{S»tJ1 the 6. On ofthe St.
Michael, Sept. .0; 8. On all good measure and pressed down and shaken together
least, of feast
the Apostles; 9. Every month, on any two and runningover shall they give into your bosom.
<»y« chosen by the Associates;
10. Once a year, on (Lukevi. 38.)
the day of the general commemoration
of all the deForPromoter'. blank., tract., or Information about
?eased members of the Association 11. Once a year, the Association, apply to the Diocesan Director.

i

P»

i

.

!

;

.

. .
;

:

-

,

.

.

I®- Parochial Directors and Secretaries of Branches of the Association are respecttulhj requested to send reports of meetings, appointments of new Promoters, and other
of interest for the Associates to the Diocesan Director for publication in the
are forwarded they will be printed, so
REVIEW.
If the names of deceased Promoters
lhat tneir souls
may have the benefit of the prayers of all the members.

<Jenw

NOTICE.
whose names
are

Promoters and other persons
are printed in these columns
apt to get begging letters in behalf of
urious objects, from parties outside of the
chdioeese. Prudence suggests that no
j*°Wce be taken of these appeals, unless they
have received theusual diocesan approbation.
?

panions ; it brought about the violent
persecution which lasted with but slight
and local intermission from the reign
of Kang-Hi till the present century waß
far advanced ; it produced the shocking
massacres of 1870 and of previous and
subsequent years and it lies at the root

;

of the present "Boxer" movement,
which is anti-foreign first and antiChristian chiefly because it is anti-for-

NEWS

FROM THE BRANCHES.
Church, Charlestown.
Pastor, Rev. M. 1. Boglan. eign. The possibility of the gradual
Promoters, 127 ; members, 1,300.
absorption of the empire by European
Organized March, 1899.
nations is the fear that has haunted the
Director, Rev. A. M. Readdy.
the days
$80.00 Chinese official mind since
Offerings, May-June-July,
when the Emperor Kiang-Lung learned
that the soil of India was being rapidly
OBSTACLES TO MISSIONS IN CHINA. occupied
by the pale-facefrom the West.
century the anti-foreign
the
present
Several causes combineto throw serious In
intensified by the imhas
been
feeling
difficulties in the way of missionary efwar
forced upon China by
opium
fort in the Celestial empire. They are moral
chiefly the following : 1. The poverty Great Britain in 1840; the compulsory
1844, and subof a great portion
of the population, opening of ports in 1842,
w"ose hard-wrought lives are a constant sequent years; the Anglo-Erench wars
struggle to keep the wolf of hunger from of 1856-8 and 1859-60 ; the troubles with
the door. Such a condition is not Russia in and after 1868 ; the war with
the seizure of
favorable to taking thought of the France in 1884-5; andnations
after the
h'gher things either of the present life territory by European
or of the life to come. Years of grind- brief struggle between China and Japan.
lng scarcity are of frequent occurrence, The present "Boxer" troubles have
and, according to Mulhall, no fewer than probably been precipitated by the
on
°>500,000 of the unhappy people were menacing attitude of the Russians
French,
carried off by the fearful famine that the northern frontier, and of the
swept whole provinces of the empire in the English, the Americans, the Ger*878. 2. Superstitious practices, and mans, and the Japanese in and about
awaitSpecially that of ancestor-worship, theGulfofPechili?all apparently scramgreatly hamper the work of our mission- ing a favorable opportunity to "
aries. The "heathen Chinee" is the ble " for a slice of Chinese territory,
slave of human respect. He is keenly should a safe and suitable pretext for
Such an
ive to ridicule. And the abandonment dismemberment present itself. conciliate
to
not
calculated
is
°, fa brands the neo- attitude
of John Chinaman for
native as a traitor to his na- the good-will
And
when he begins to run
\° u and his creed, exposes him to the Europeans.
pauses to distinguish
Vl
he
seldom
amok
friends,
olent wrath of his family and
foreign trader
interested
and i n a
the
land wnere nuai pi ety holds between
sell his wares
down
to
has
settled
who
missionary who
"*»*ly rank as the queen of virtues pubdisinterested
lc fixes upon him the dreaded stigma and the
afield lo raise up the yellow
« being an undutiful son.
3. But the travels so far
his soul to God.
win
lef cause of the disasters to the man and
by the
mese missions has been, allalong, the 4 The situation is aggravated
imparperfect
with
distrust of the "foreign devil." calumnies spread,
operated against the efforts of our tiality against both Protestant and Cathliterati and the
missionaries, Fathers Roger, olic missionaries by theenough, one of
Cci Schaal,
Strangely
Verbiest, and their com- mandarins.

St.

Catherine's

?

?

Pioneer.

their silly inventions bears a strong resemblance to the charge of " ritual murder "levelled by thoughtless or malicious
Christians against the .lews. The vilest
accusations are launched by Chinese
officialdom against Catholic and nonCatholic propagandists alike; and a
color is given to these by the atrocious
falsehoods such as we are not unfamiliar with here published by the
Protestant missionary agents against
the Catholic Church, her doctrines, her
priesthood, her religious orders, etc. 5.
The hopeless and helpless divisions and
dissensions among the denominations
outside the one fold confirm great numbers of Chinese in their paganism and
give something like the force of a
proverb to the trite remark : "Sincethe
Europeans can not agree about religion,
it is better to keep to our own." 6. To
the other causes which retard the spread
of Christianity among the teeming millions of China, we may add the scandalous lives led by so many Europeans who
take up their permanent or temporary
abode in the empire. But notwithstanding all these and many other difficulties,
the Catholic missionaries have, with
slender resources, brought the light of
faith to about a million souls in China
proper, as against some 00,000 other
native Christians who are divided among
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Annual Income
Guaranteed for Twenty

?

?

over twenty well-equipped Protestant
denominations. New Zealand Tablet.
?
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new
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The

Prudential

OFFICIAL STANDING OF CATHOLIC
ECCLESIASTICS IN CHINA.

Rates Low
Protection Absolute
Investment Unexcelled

In view of the charges made by Protestants and others, that the assumption
by Catholic ecclesiastics in China of

Issued in amounts from

magisterial authority was the cause of
the Boxer outbreak, it may be well to
know just exactly the terms of the
agreement entered into between the
Chinese government at Pekin and Cardinal Rampolla, papal secretary of state
acting through Monsignor Favier, the
vicar apostolic at Pekin. For this purpose we append the following :?
"The imperial government, having
for a long time authorized the propagation of the Catholic religion, and Catholic churches having in consequence
been established in all the provinces of
China, we are desirous to see our people
and Christians live in harmony. To insure a readier protection, it has been
agreed that the local authorities shall
exchange

$5,000 to $100,000
on the Whole Life Limited Payment
or Endowment Plan.
Write for particulars.

THE PRUDENTIAL

INSURANCE CO.
OF AMERICA
JOHN F. DRYDEN
President.

HOME OFFICE:
Newark, N. J.

visits with missionaries ac-

cording to the conditions specified in
the following articles :?
" 1. In the ecclesiastical hierarchy
bishops shall be entitled to the same
rank and dignity as viceroys and governors, and shall be privileged to interview viceroys and governors. away,
or
" In case a bishop is called
dies, the priest in charge shall be privileged to interview viceroys and governors Vicar-generals and arch-priests
shall be privileged to interview treas-

urers and judges, as well as intendants.
Other priests shall be privileged to interview prefects of the first and second
class; prefects independent, sub-prefects, and other functionaries, all of
whom shall return courtesies, according letter from their bishop, be privileged
to interview, etc., according to their
to r'liik
Bishops shall make a list of the rank.

"
priests appointed to take charge, giving
2.

names and locations of missions, of afauthorities. This
fairs, and interview the
viceroy or govlist shall be sent to the
under
officials to
ernor, who will direct
receive them according to this regulaPriests requesting an interview, or

"

especially appointed to take
of affairs, should be Europeans.
If however, a European priest be not
conversant with the language of China
he may be accompanied by a Chinese
priest, acting as an interpreter.
"3. It would be useless for bishops
living away from cities to visit the
provincial capital for the purpose of
being received by the viceroy or the
governor if they have no business in
hand. At the installation of a new
viceroy or governor, upon the arrival
of a new bishop, or upon any occasion
of ceremony as New Year's Day and the
principal feasts, bishops shall be privileged to write private letters to the
viceroys and governors, at the same time
inclosing their cards. Viceroys and
governors shall return the courtesy.
Before leaving, or upon their arrival,
other priests shall, provided they have a
those

charge

"If any grave or important matter
concerning any mission in any province
should arise the bishop and missionaries in office shall appeal to the minister
or members of the council which the
Pope has appointed as a religious protectorate. The latter shall have the
right of deciding, together with the
Tsung-li-Yamen or the local authorities.
If a mandarin is consulted on an official
question by either a bishop or a missionary he must give the matter immediate and polite attention, and institute
an investigation.
"As occasions arise, the local authorities shall counsel the people, exhorting
them to unite with the Christians. They
shall never encourage hatred or countenance dissension. Bishops and priests
shall likewise exhort all Christians to
strive earnestly toward maintaining the
good repute of the Catholic religion, so
that the people may be content and
appreciative. In any suit between the
people and the Christians the local authorities shall judge and rule with
equity ; that the people and the Christians may live in peace, missionaries
shall neither interfere nor give their
protection with partiality."

THE SACKED HEART KEVIEW.
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"At many afternoon teas intoxpoisoned by alcoholic drinks withicating liquor has taken the place
out knowing it, without being supposed to be poisoned by them. I of tea. There is where the young
TIPPLING.
hardly know any more powerful debutantes begin to acquire the
A young man taking his first few source of disease than alcoholic taste for stimulants. Soon they do
drinks, when approached regarding drinks. Ido not think it is known, not care to eat unless they have
it, will often say "Look at Mr. So but I know alcohol to be a most de- their cocktails first. Bellevue Hosand So. He is eighty years of age structive poison. I say from my ex- pital, New York, doctors state that
and has used liquor all his life. If perience, that it is the most destruc- the number of women who are
liquor is good enough for him it is tive agent that we are aware of in brought there for treatment seems
incredible. Seldom a day goes by
good enough for me. If I live to be this country."
think
can
take
Many
persons
they
that some decent woman is not
eighty years of age I shall be satisa
little
and
leave
it
in.
alone,
being
brought
fied." My friend, how do you know
it
is
it,
they
authority
moderate
call
but
not
"An
says that women
you have as strong a constitution as
so.
All
drunkards
were
at
one
time
the
taste
for alcohol from
acquire
stronger
this man f How much
would he be, and how much longer moderate. Says B. W. Richardson, cologne,which they drink constantly,
might he live, had he never indulged M. D., F. U. S.: "A man may be and which contains ninety-six per
in alcohol and tobacco ? Besides, considered by his friends and neigh- cent, of alcohol. They drink all
when a man makes a habit of using bors, as well as by himself, to be a the essences which are for toilet use.
a poison he is not living in the true sober and a temperate man ; he may Peppermint drunkards are usually
sense of the word. Do you call it say quite truthfully that he was women. Peppermint preparations
living to rise from your couch in never tipsy in the whole course of have the same effect upon the systhe morning with an aching head, a his life ; and yet it is quite possible tem as absinthe. The habit of drinkfoul stomach, unsteady nerves, and that such a man may die of disease ing light wines among the women
depression of spirits ? I call it caused by the alcohol he has taken, of the upper classes and of beerdragging out a miserable existence. and by no other cause whatever. drinking among those of the lower
If one could see the stomach, liver This is one of the most dreadful classes is growing.
all meet on the common
and other internal organs, before evils of alcohol, that it kills insidi" They
it
of
doing
whisky.
as
if
were
no
level
Radical measures
harm,
liquor,
ously,
and
note
the
using
and after
changed condition, no other warning or as if it were doing good, while are needed to check it. With the
virtues, purity, patience and endurit is destroying life."
would be needed.
Again a person drinks because he ance of loyal women drowned in
An athlete training for an event
knows that if alcohol is used he can likes it, and the feeling it produces. the punch bowl and wine glass
not make his muscles hard and vigHe may say and really believe that of wealth and the beer can of povhe
is doing nobody an injury but erty, God pity our children, our
orous, and therefore abstains from
himself.
What a terrible mistake homes and our country."
is
true
it in every form. It
that
He likely does not
making.
for
he
is
athletes,
distinguished
some
great
TEMPERANCE NOTES.
bodily power, are users of alcohol know that the most saddening and
serious
of
the
evils
many
out
But
indicted
training.
when
of
these
It is curious how so many of our
men usually become diseased, and by alcohol on the drinker, is the esteemed Catholic contemporaries
die young. When an athlete is hereditary transmission of disease forgot to print the resolution contraining for any great event, he gen- brought about by drinking. The demning liquor advertisements in
erally has a trainer that takf s note drink curse is also inherited. Phy- religious papers, which was adopted
of everything he eats. The trainer sicians claim that a large proportion at the recent national convention of
usually accompanies him everywhere of mental and brain afflictions can the C. T. A. U.
he goes and he is not allowed to use be traced to the drunkenness of parThe English daily papers urge
liquor in any form. Observe how ents. The drinker blunts all his
drink
useless our noted ball players become finer feelings, clouds his intellect, is people not to give intoxicating
have
been
invalided
when they acquire the alcohol habit. a bad example for others who are to soldiers who
from
the
front.
Here in
home
be
said
weak.
He
chilwife,
prizedisgraces
of
his
The same might
we
the
disastrous
America
know
father,
brothers,
sismother,
fighters, wrestlers, football-players, dren,
effects that in too many cases folsoldiers, anybody that depends on ters, and himself.
and
see so much lowed the absurd "treating" of sick
the muscle and vitality of the body.
We read, hear,
Cuba.
It is often thought that wine and of liquor, that we pay little or no at- soldiers from
is
playing
havoc
other spirits give strength and help tention to it, but it
Arrangements are now complete
one to endure hardships, but such is with the manhood and womanhood for the field day of the Hampden
not the case. It stimulates like the of our fair land. Let us then with County C. T. A. U., which will be
whip stimulates a horse. Some a united effort cry down every form held in Holyoke, Sept. 8, Labor Bay.
horses will run until they drop dead of intemperance and immorality and At the convention of the union held
from exhaustion if the whip is ap- educate the succeeding generation in St. Jerome's Hall, Holyoke, last
to do likewise, and the time will Sunday, there were about 140 deleplied.
Read what some noted men say come when this curse which is un- gates present. Reports from the
regarding alcoholic poison. Willard dermining our national life will be societies showed them to be in exParker, M. D., says: " Alcohol is eradicated. Physical Culture.
cellent financial standing, as well as
poison. It is so regarded by the
having large memberships. Every
best writers and teachers on toxicol- MRS. LAKE ON DRUNKENNESS one of them will be present at the
ogy. Like arsenic, corrosive subliAMONG WOMEN.
field day.
s
mate, and prussic acid, when introM.
Lake
Mrs.
Leonora
at
the
pleasing inciOne
of
most
the
duced into the system it is capable

Temperance.

:

?

of destroying life without acting
mechanically, and it induces a general disease as well marked as fever,
smallpox, or leadpoison." The disease of the drinker is well marked.
The symptoms can readily be seen,
and should be a warning to others.
Who but a drunk would lie down in
the mud and filth and act like a hog?
He carries the red flag of warning
on his nose, in his general appearance. Says Sir William Gull, M.

recent Philadelphia convention of

the C. T. A. U. said :
" Medical men assert that drunkenness among this sex is on the
increase. Treatment for the drink
habit among them is as common as
for coughs and colds. It is the life
society women lead that causes it.
They have no time to eat or sleep,
and consequently they must turn to
what will give them strength to get
?
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The
Turn
oi Life
This Is a critical period
in the life of every woman
and no mistakes should
be made.
The one recognized and
reliable help for women
who are approaching and
passing through this
wonderful change Is
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound

;

That the utmost reliance
can be placed upon this

great medicine Is testified to by an army of
grateful women who have
been helped by It*
Mrs. Plnkham, who has
the greatest and most
successful experience in
the world to qualify her,
will advise you free of
charge. Her address Is
Lynn, Mass. Write to her.
from the grave of Father Mathew
and two crosses made out of wood
from the old Cambridge Cathedral.
A coin, struck during the reign of

the late Pope Pius IX., is inlaid.
Lord Woi.sei.ey, addressing the
boys of the Duke of York's school?
advised those who joined the army
to adhere to temperance principles.
Personally, he should prefer that
they become teetotalers, for the
curse of the army, he said, and of
the race was drink.
?

General Miles, in his last annual report to the war department)
urges for the tropics absolute prohibition of intoxicating drinks of
any kind. They are, he says, almost solely responsible for yellow
fever, and canteens foster their
habitual use. Mild beer is, in his
opinion, apt to be almost as dangerous as whisky.

"

"

G. Sims Woodhead, M. D., professor of pathology, Cambridge University, England, recently wrote for
Akbari, edited by W. S. Came of
For the last
London, as follows :
year or two I have been keeping
note of the various observations
that have been made in regard to
the use of alcohol in disease ; and I
am coming to believe more and
more firmly that the patient who
takes, or has taken, alcohol has a less
chance of recovery than the patient

"

dents of the national convention of
the C. T. A. U., was the presentation to the chairman of a really
unique gavel by Mr. Michael Griffin
of Cambridge, Mass., a veteran in
the ranks of the abstainers. Wood
who abstains."
from the Washington Kirn at Cambridge is the material of the head,
All the Rage This Season.
and a chestnut tree that stands close In spite of the continuous sale of colonial
the demand this year is greater
by the village forge, made famous furniture,
than ever before. The colonial style is
by Longfellow's celebrated poem, very far from being on the wane. One of

through their social functions. For " The Village Blacksmith," furnishes
D.: "A very large number of people a while it works like a charm. They material for the handle. The sides
are decorated with a piece of stone
in society are dying day by day become its slave and are wrecked.

the best places in this city to observe colonial architecture is at the I'm no Furniture
Warerooms. Some of their colonial sideboards are masterpieces of 18th century
design.
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JO
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COKDuOTED BT AUNT
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A young girl who does housework
for a living writes to ask Aunt
Bride's opinion of dancing. Incidentally she says that the only objection
she has to her work is that it seperates her from her relatives and that
she has no amusement. The only

THE BACKED
be accompanied by a married woman or a single woman old enough
to be their mother, and the older
woman regulates their coming and
going. But the nice girl is careful
even when she is away from home.
No girl with proper self-respect
wants to be talked about. And if
you don't want to be the subject of
criticism don't do things which are
open to discussion. You can't be
sure you'll never see any of these
people again. The world is a small
place after all. Some day when you
join a new whist club, one of the
members may say,
that must be
the Miss Smith who was at Hull
when my cousin was there and she
was very much criticized." And it
will take you a long time walking a
chalk line to get over the prejudice
raised by your thoughtlessness during one vacation.
As Aunt Bride remarked before
objection is not made to dancing in
itself but the place in which the
dance is held and the company in
which you dance. A dance in the
parish hall attended by the members
of the young people's societies is an
altogether proper affair. One could
wish perhaps that the young people
of the parish would take to more
intellectual amusements part of the
time, but if they haven't reached
that stage of development the dance
is certainly to be commended. If
nothing else it keeps themfrom finding amusement under less desirable

recreation she can get is a dance
once in a while. Aunt Bride thought
her case sad until she looked at the
postmark and then she thought it
sadder. A young woman living in
Boston who can find nothing to
amuse her but dancing! Not that
Aunt Bride disapproves of dancing.
All young things dance, and in its
proper place dancing is very good
recreation. But young women, unless they are very frivolous, outgrow
the exercise after awhile. Mostgirls
get the dancing fever when they are
about seventeen or eighteen, and if
their mothers would let them, they
would go to a dance every night in
the week. But in a few years they
get over it and care very little about
sets and two steps and the rest of it.
So you see it'srather foolish of Aunt
Hride'sgirl to make dancing her one auspices.
form of recreation. A girl who lives Something might be said about
l» Boston ought to have no difficulty the dresses worn at dances. Ofcourse

"

'u finding many varieties of healthful amusement. It she works out
B he has one
afternoon a week when
she may go where she pleases.
Nearly always there is at least one
good play at the city theatres. There
are picture galleries and museums
and
historic places to be visited.
Tllere is the big public library which
is worth seeing, and the girl who
hasn't a borrower's card there, is
missing an opportunity. If she hasn't
a taste for
reading, she ought to acquire one as soon as possible. And
there are concerts and lectures and
classes in cooking and embroidery
and no end of things. She might
join a working girls' club and get
both recreation and instruction. If
she's very lonely to join some society and get on a committee which is
doing something for others would
he the best thing for her.
I'erliaps Aunt Bride would better
say again right here that she hasn't
an y objection to dancing. Reasonable people rarely object to dancing.
It's the surroundings which meet
their disapproval. A dance in a private house where some older relatives are present, is a harmless
amusement. A dance in a public
hall where all sorts of men and women are allowed, is always dangerous to a good girl. No girl of really
cci ce instincts ought to think of danclng with a total stranger. Of course
11 happens sometimes that even very
good girls are thoughtless or ignorant
of how such
things are looked upon
Dy
careful people. They do things
they wouldn't if they knew better.
A t summer resorts some latitude is
allowed in the matter of dancing in
Public places. But of course no
joung gi r i and n0 lwo y oUng girls
together may go alone to a summer
hotel oi boardino- limine. They must

every right-minded girl wants to
look her best, and that's as it should
be, but she's making a mistake if
she squeezes herself into clothes
several sizes too small for her. Small
waists are out of style anyway, and
tight clothes make you red in the
face and hands, not to mention the
things they'll do to your heart and
liver and other delicate organs. One
of the riskiest things reckless girls
do is to run outside to get cooled
off after a particularly heating set.
A good many cases of consumption
are traceable to this foolish practice.
Another risky thing a girl does sometimes is to go to a dance with the
expectation of finding some young
man there to take her home. Don't
do it girls, it's too risky. If you
haven't some one to call for you at
a reasonable hour, don't go. It's
better to get on without a little fun
than to have unpleasant remarks
made about you.notto mention more
serious risks if you allow comparative strangers to see you home late at
Aunt Bride.
night.

IrOishIf nterest.
IRISH "STREET BALLADS"
THEIR SINGERS.

AND

The Irish peasant, says Michael
Macdonagh in the Nhdetnth Century,
is passionately fond of music. Even
the untutored playing of the town
him
fife and drum band will send
there
unhappily,
into ecstasies. But
is little or no developed musical
in
capacity vocal or instrumental
was
exharper
The
rural Ireland.
our
tinct as far back as the days of
famine
before
the
grandfathers. Hut
calamity which
of 1847 ?that awful
completely revolutionized the social
countryside
life of Ireland ?every
"Thady
had its "Con the piper" and
is
today
the fiddler." The piper
at
only
very rarely met with, and
and, as a
races, fairs and markets;
and
rule, he is a wandering vagrant,
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a most indifferent performer. The
fiddler is not so scarce, but like the
poor piper, he is a professional
mendicant, carries a cracked instrument and plays badly. The fiddle
is only now learned in the cabins
of Ireland by blind or otherwise
afflicted members of a family, and
in these cases solely for the purpose
of earning a livelihood. In past times
the peasant who could
take a
hand" at the fiddle or flute at
dances and other social gatherings
was by all accounts rather common.
And yet in the cabins of Ireland
today there is an unrivalled wealth
of glorious music without words.
I refer to the grand old airs which
have come down through the centuries from generation to generation. You will hear them when the
old grandmother or the mother is
crooning softly over the babe she is
rocking to sleep in the cradle, or
humming a lively lilt while she is
dancing the child upon her knee;
when the laborer working in the

"

field beguiles the hours by whistling,
or at a dance where, no instrumental
music being available, the jigs and
reels are whistled or hummed with
an extemporized " lal la-la." Thus
has one of our most cherished national possessions, our ancient music,
been mainly preserved; and as the
love of music is universal in rural
Ireland as this shows we may
perhaps look to the Feis Ceoil, or
yearly musical festival?the recently
established Irish equivalent of the
Mod of the Scottish Highlands, and
the better known Eisteddfod of
Wales to awaken again the homely
strains of the bagpipes and fiddle in
the cabins of Ireland.
As a vocalist the Irish peasant is,
I regret to say, disappointing. He
has no voice for singing, yet he sings
sings often and lustily in a rude
unmusical monotone. The social
gatherings of the peasantry remind
me of Horace Walpole's description
of heaven, " where everyone must
sing, whether he has a voice or not."
And what are the songs they sing?
The better educated or the more
well-to-do of the people sing Moore's
"Melodies," or political ballads such
as "The Rising of the Moon," "The
West's Awake," "God Save Ireland,"
"The Wearing of the Green"?ballads
which tell of the ancient glories and
the modern woes of the country; but
?

?

?

?
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Wrinkles conic
To many a face which should still be

smooth and fair. Worry doesn't bring
them. There are no cares and anxieties
to furrow the face. They are the signs
of physical suffering, graven by the hand
of Pain. It is the saddest result of the
diseases which
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inflammation, ulcerat ion and female
weakness. It lights
up the eye, brightens the complexion,
and rounds out the
sunken curves of the
body.
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"I take great pleasure
in recommending Dr.
\ Pierces Favorite Prescription for fe in \u25a01 c
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weakness," writes Mrs.
Susannah Permenter, of Pauls Store, Shelby Co.,
I was troubled with bearing down
Texas.
pains in my back and hips six years, and I wrote
to Dr. Pierce for advice. 1 tried his Favorite
Prescription' and six bottles cured me. I feel
like a new person, and I thank Dr. Pierce for
mv health. Life is a burden to any one without
health. I have told a great many of my friends
about the great medicines I took."

"

'

Dr. Pierces Common Sense Medical
Adviser, 1008 pages, sent free on receipt
of stamps to pay cost of mailing only.
Send 21 one-cent stamps for paper covered book, or 31 cents for cloth. Address Dr. R. Y. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.

paper in worn and batter*d type,
full of typographical errors, adorned
with rude wood cuts having no relation whatever to the subject of the
song, these ballads, in language often
devoid of rhyme and reason, oftener
inflated and bombastic, sprinkled

with grotesque classical allusions or
florid and flowery turns of speech
(typical of the Celts' passion for rhetoric and high-sounding phrases),
deal with some political, agrarian,
or religious event of the hour, or
failing these topical subjects, with
the old, old story of romantic love
as it appeals to the mind of the Irish
peasant. The makers of these ballads itinerant vagabonds for the
are the bards of the
most part
humble cabins of Ireland. They are
the only poets who have touched the
hearts of the lower orders of the
peasantry; and, as they chant their
ballads for they are singers as
well as poets?to old familiar airs,
at fairs, markets, sports and political
meetingshave a large sale at a penny
?

?

?

or a half-penny each.
The ballad singers are usually in
pairs, husband and wife, who sing
together in a sort of duet one beginning a line and the other ending
which adds to the grotesqueit
ness of the piece. The man starts
off thus : "As I roved out one morning," when the woman joins in
'Twas in the month of May." He
?" The
flowers were springing
gaily." She?"The lambs did sport
and play." He ?" I heard a couple
"As I walked
talking." She
along so bland." He?"For to hear
their conversation."
She ?"I
eagerly did stand." And so they
go at the top of their rough, rude
voices.
But however rude in
language or ludicrous in sentiment
they may be, they are unlike tbe
folk songs of other countries?never
coarse. There was not an obscene
expression in the hundreds of ballads which I have heard sung or
read, a proof I think, of the puremindedness of the peasantry in all
?

the songs which are most popular
with the lower class of the Irish
peasants are those rude and quaint
effusions called "street ballads,"from
the fact that they are sung by the
vagrant dealers in this form of literature in the streets of towns and villages. They are also known as
Come all ye's because they often
open with the words Come all ye
sons of Erin," or "Come all ye pious
Catholics," or "Come all ye tender
lovers," according as patriotism, religion or love forms the subject of
the theme. These street ballads are
a distinctive or national feature of
Irish life. They are unknown as far
as I have been able to gather in
other parts of the kingdom. Printed matters appertaining to the relaon long narrow slips of rough gray tions between the sexes.
?

"

?

"

"

"
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NATURE'S TE DEUM.
Deep in the woods I hear an anthem ringing.
Along the mossy aisles where shadows

lie;
It is the matin hour, the choir are singing
Their sweet Te Deuai to the King on
high.

The stately trees seem quivering with
emotion,
They thrill in ecstacy of music rare,
As if they felt the stirring of devotion,
Touched by the dainty fingers of the
air.
The grasses growenraptured as they listen,
And join their verdant voices with the
choir,
And tip their tiny blades that gleam and
glisten

As thrilled with fragrant fancies of
desire.
The brooklet answers to the calling river,
And singing slips away through arches
dim;
Its heart runs over, and it must deliver
Unto the King of kings its liquid hymn.
A shower of melody and then a flutter
Of many wings ; the birds are praising,
too,
And in a harmony of song they utter
Their thankfulness to Him, their Master true.

In tearfulness I listen and admire
The great Te Deum nature kneeling
sings;

Ah, sweet indeed is God's majestic choir,
When all the world in one poor anthem
rings.

MRS. MARTIN'S COMPANY.
BY JANE BARLOW.

Mrs. Martin lived down a high-banked
lane, which, as it led no whither in particular, was subject to little traffic, and
which she occupied all by herself, though
her cabin stood the middle one in a row
of three. You could see at a glance that
the left-hand dwelling was vacant, for the
browned thatch had fallen in helplessly,
and the rafters stuck up through it like
the ribs of a stranded wreck. The other
was less obviously deserted; still its
plight could be easily perceived in weedy
threshold and cobweb-curtained window.
It testified strongly to the lonesomeness
of the neighborhood that no child had yet
enjoyed the bliss of sending a stone crash
through the flawed greenish pane. Both
of them had, in fact, been empty for
many months. From the ruined one the
Egan family had gone piecemeal, following each other westward in detachments,
until even the wrinkled parents were settled in California, where they blinked by
day at the strange fierce sunshine, and
dreamed by night back again under the
soft-shadowed skies of the ould country.
Soon after that, the O'Keefes had made a
more abrupt flitting from next door, departing on the same day, all together,
except little Kate and Joe, whose death
given their
of the fever was what had
poor mother, the crathur, a turn like agin
the place." Since then no new tenants
had succeeded them in the row, which
was, to be sure, out of the way, and out
of repair, and not in any respect a desirable residence.
The loss of her neighbors was a very
serious misfortune to Mrs. Martin, as she
had long depended upon them for a variety of things, which she would have herself summed up in the term company.'She had been early widowed and left quite
alone in the world, so that through most
of the inexorable years which turned an
eager-eyed girl into a regretful-looking
little old woman, she had found herself
obliged to seek much of her interest In
life outside her own small domestic circle all forlorn centre. This was practicable enough while she lived under one
thatch with two large families, who were
friendlily content that their solitary neighbor should take cognisance of their goings
out and comings in. Upon occasion, indeed, she had unforebodingly grumbled
that the young Egans and O'Keefes "had
her moidhered wid the whlllaballoo they
would be risin' continyal." But when

"

"
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they v ere gone a terrible blank and silence
filled up their place, as well might be,
since her kind had thus suddenly receded
far beyond her daily ken. A weary Irish
mile Intervened between her and the nearest cottages of Clonmacreevagh, and it
was only " of a very odd while " her rheumatics had allowed her to hobble that far,
even to Mass. Seldom or never now did
she make her way at all down the windings of the lane, where the grass from its
tall banks encroached monthly more and
more upon the ancient rnts; and other
passengers were hardly less infrequent.
The lands about lay waste, or in sheepwalks, so that there was nothing to bring
farm-carts and horses and men lumbering and plodding along it, and to attract
anybody else what was therebut amournful little old woman in a dark cavernous
kitchen, where the only bright objects
were the fire-blink and the few bits of
shining crockery on the dresser, which
she had not often the heart these times
to polish up? So, week out and week in,
never a foot went past her door, as a rule
with just one exception.
Michael O'Toole, a farmer on the town
land, did her the kindness of letting his
cart drive out of its way every Saturday
and leave at her house the
loaves and
male and grains of tay," which her lameness would have otherwise made it difficult for her to come by. This was, of
course, a great convenience, and ensured
her one weekly caller. But, unluckily for
her, Tim Doran, the carter, was a man
quite slDgularly devoid of conversational
gifts, and so grimly unsociable besides
that her provisions might almost as well
have been washed up by the sea, or conveyed to her by inarticulate ravens. If
he possibly could, he would always dump
down the parcels on the road before her
door, and jog along hurriedly unaccosted;
and though Mrs. Martin could generally
prevent that by keeping a lookout for
him, she never succeeded in attaining to
the leisurely gossip after which she hungered. Beyond monosyllables Tim would
not go, and the poor little wiles by which
she sought to inveigle him into discourse
failed of detaining him as signally as if
they had been gossamer threads stretched
across his road. She had so often tried,
for instance, to lengthen his halt by telling him she thought thehorse was after
pickin' up a stone," that at last he ceased
even to glance at the beast's feet for verification, but merely grunted and said:
Oh, git along out of that, mare." Then
the mud-splashed blue cart, and sorrel
horse, and whity-brown jacket, would
pass out of sight round the turn of the
lane, and the chances were that she would
not again set eyes on a human face until
they reappeared, jogging from the opposite direction that day week.
In the long afternoons, which sometimes began for her before twelve o'clock
if she got expeditiously through her
"readyin' up," the lag-foot hours seemed
dismally empty, and during them she was
especially prone to crown her sorrow
with memories of her happier things of
the time when she need only slip out at
her own door,and in at Mrs. Egan's or Mrs.
O'Keefe's if she wanted plenty of company, and when "themselves or the children would be runnin' in to her every
minute of the day. If there was nothin'
else," she mused, "the crathurs of hins
and chuckens foostherin' about the place
looked a trifle gay like." Mrs. Martin
herself kept no fowl, for " how would
she get hobblin' after them, if they tuk to
strayin' on her?" And she had attempted
vainly to adopt the O'Keefe's cat, which
became unsettled in its mind upon the departure of its late owners, and at length
roamed desperately away into unknown
regions. Thus, nowadays, when the little old woman gazed listlessly over her
half-door, all she could see was the quiet
green bank across the road, with perhaps
a dingy white sheep inanely nibbling atop.
Then she would sometimes feel at first as
if it were only a drea ry .Sunday or holiday,
when the silence and solitude being
caused by her neighbors' absence at Mass

"

"
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would end on their return ; but presently
she would be stricken with the recollection that they were irrevocably gone, and
that, watch as long as she might, she
would never hear their voices grow louder
and clearer coming up the lane, preluding
their appearance anon, a cheerful company, round the turn fast by.
One afternoon, however, her hopeless
lookout did result in something pleasant.
It was a Christmas Eve, and dull, chilly
weather, over-clouded with fleecy gray,
thinned here and there into silvery dimness, a sheath from which a fiery rose
might (lush at sun-setting. She was just
turning away with a shiver from the
draughtly door when she caught a glimpse
of Father Gilmore's long coat flapping
between the banks. It was a welcome
sight, which she had missed through six
tedious months and more, for his Reverence, after a severe illness in the spring,
had been somehow provided with funds
to go seek lost health abroad, and had
fared southward upon that quest. His
travels, indeed, seemed to havebeen inconceivably extended. When to Mrs. Martin's question " And was your lilverence
now, anythin' as far as Paris? " he replied
with a touch of triumph, A long step
further," her imaginationrecoiled from so
wild a track, and she could only stare at
him as if astonished to see no visible
traces of such wanderings, except maybe
a slight tawny tinge like the rust-wraith
of many hot sunbeams, superimposed on
the normal greenish hue of his well-worn
cloth.
Father Gilmore spared her half-an-hour
of delightful discourse, to which his own
foreign adventures and the home news
from Clonmacreevagh gave an animated
flow. But when Mrs. Martin's turn came
to give an account of herself the conversation fell into a minor key. And the
theme that ran through all her despondence was the plaint that she did be terrible short of company. "She had middlin' good health, barrin' the rheumatiz,
thanks be to God, but sure she did be
cruel lonesome. It's lost she was there,
wid niver sight nor sound of man or mortal from mornin' till night; she might as
well be an ould wether left fallen in a
gripe for all she seen or heard of anythin.'
'Deed now 'twas just the one way wid
her as wid the waftof smoke there up her
ould chimney that went fiuttherin' out on
the width of the air, and sorra another
breath anywheres nigh it, since ever the
crathurs quit. Many a mornin' she'd
scarce the heart to be puttin' a light to
her Are at all, she was that fretted, ay
bedad, she was so."
To these laments Father Gilmore listened with a patience made more difficult
by his consciousness that he could suggest no remedy of the practically appropriate sort which is to general consolatory propositions as a close and cordial
hearth-glow to the remote and mocking
sunshine of a wintry sky. If you want
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The man I
green dried grass between.
got it from at Marseilles," he said, " told
me a lot of them came from Smyrna, and
I never stirred these papers that were on
it, thinkin' I mightn't be able to do it up
as well again. I only hope it's not broke
on us." As the thin sheets and light
grass-wisps fell oil', the blast whistling
under the door-sill whisked them about
the uneven floor, and Mrs. Martin drew
in her breath expectantly. At last the
treasure was discovered in perfect preservation, an alabaster statuette of the

Virgin, some two fingers high.
I do not know that it was a very fine
work of art, but at worst you cannot
easily make anything ugly out of alabaster. The child lay placidly asleep, and
the Mother looked young and happy and
benignant. For a few moments Mrs.
Martin's admirationwas quite incoherent,
and when she found words Father Gillmore sought to stem the tide of ecstatic
gratitude by saying, " And where will
you put it? Why, here's a niche looks as
if it might have been made for it." The
place he pointed to was a little recess
beneath a tiny window-slit, formed partly
by design, but enlarged by the chance
falling out of a fragment from the stoneand-mud wall. A long ray, slanted from
the clearing west, reached through the
half-door, quivered across the dark room,
and just touched the white figure as he
set it down. Against the background of
grimy wall it shone as if wrought of
rosed snow.
"Bedad, then, it's there I'll keep her,
and nowhere else," said the little old woman, and he left her in rapt contemplation. As he trudged home he felt sure
that his few francs had been well bestowed, and his conviction strengthened
with each tedious twist of the deserted
to warm your cold hands those leagueways which lay between Mrs. Martin and
long flames some millions of miles away her company. By the time he had gained
his own house his uppermost thought
are so much less immediately to the purall
a regret that such a trifle had been
was
pose than your neighboring screed of he could
do for the poor ould dacint body
ruddy coals. This drifted mistily through
the Lord might pity her.
his mind, as for lack of a more satisfacTO UK CONTINI'KI).
tory remark he said: " You wouldn't
think of moving into the town? " But he
was well aware that he had spoken foolishly, even before Mrs. Martin answered
STEEPLE CLIMBER
A
AND
" Ah, your Hiverence,mehow would I, so
head out from
PAINTER,
to spake, be runnin'
under me penny of rint? " For her husCBOBBEB AMD VA**"
BBGIXDKD.
band, a gamekeeper up at the Big House
ChnrekSM I'iiinU\u25a0\u25a0!,
of the parish, had lost his life by accident
S |. ci BeP»»red
I'llilllrd Wlllliml
at a shooting party, and the family had
nit of Htaiclnßpensioned off his widow with five weekly
References I
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shillings and her cabin rent free.
B
?-N. East ", M»«
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"True for you, Mrs. .Marin," said
-»»** *»t-.
.-St. .Ilinepll'sCllllll'll,
Father Gilmore, standing up. " Hut sure,
kiH An.l t-liiirclic-s ihrouKlK"
lonely or no, we're all under the protection
the country.
of God Almighty, and I've brought yon a Address 8 Mather St.,
little ornament for your room."
Mrs.
Martin's eyes sparkltd at the last clause
of his sentence, while he took out of his
pocket a small parcel, and began to strip
off its wrappages, which were many folds
of bluish tissue- paper, with lajersi.f grey.
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Medical.
SPECTACLES AND

EYEGLASSES.

Wearing spectacles or eyeglasses
of doors is always a disfigurement, often an injury, seldom a
necessity. It is a common thing for
people with some trifling or passing
trouble of the eyes, only needing
rest, to be advised to wear glasses
out

all the time. If this is done the

ciliary or focussing muscles may get
weak from not having proper work,
and spectacles become a necessary
evil.
Those who can be benefited by
wearing suitable glasses for reading
and near work are many. Few,
though, need to wear them out of
deors or in public; indeed, more
than half who do so see at a distance
as well as or better with the naked
eyes than with the spectacles.
If a person's vision for distant
objects is satisfactory to himself and
seems good enough to keep him out
of danger, there is no sense in wearing glasses on the street or in public.
If the right glasses are worn for
several hours a day while reading or
about the house the eyes will be
rested so much that the useful exercise of out-of-door sight-seeing may
be taken without the spectacles. As
soon as the eyes feel tired wear
them again until rested.
Naturally, some eyes need much

THE SACKED KEART REVIEW.
this test is given to the general practitioner, and is about all that he
needs to find out just what is wrong.
A man may see the print alike with
bad eyes or wrong glasses ; he may
read with comfort with bad eyes or
wrong glasses; but he can not see
the print alike and read with comfort unless the eyes are about right,
or made so by glasses. The cheap
glasses in the stores suit about half
of the people. They do no harm,
and can not be improved upon if
this test shows nothing wrong.
Imperfections, especially nearsightedness and astigmatism, are apt
to be more pronounced in one eye
than in the other, and, worse still,
are usually so badly mixed up that a
glass which fits one eye would injure
the other, the eyes being bo unlike.
Many with unlike eyes, united with
astigmatism, require a pair of spec-

tacles that would lit nobody else.
A few have eyeballs so imperfect
that they are deformed and the focussing mechanism is powerless to
make the sight good even for distance. Such eyes require the thickest and heaviest glasses, and these
have to be worn nearly all the time.
Kestoring and preserving thesight
with glasses is one of the greatest
and broadest as well as one of the
most difficult branches of medicine.
The glass is one of the greatest
powers in the science of medicine,
for is it not like a splint to a broken
more rest than others. The nearer leg, like a bed for a tired back, like
perfect the fit of the glasses the opium for pain, like an artificial
longer they can be left off at a time. limb to the maimed, or a crutch to
Wrong glasses may help more or the crippled V It acts like both sleep
and exercise. It is a return of youth
to aged eyes. It is often perfection
and success in life instead of imperfection and failure. It may mean
all that blindness or sight, all that
the eye itself means. Science by
glasses has perpetuated the life of
the mind a quarter of a century, if
not longer. If science and wisdom
could do as much for the other fading powers of life as spectacles can

less, but they do not entirely relieve
the strain of the focussing muscles, so
they have to be worn nearly all the
time to get all of the little help that
comes with such glasses.
Distant vision requires little work
of the focussing muscles, and will
not cause distress for hours if these
muscles are perfectly rested beforehand. If glasses are really needed,
reading and nearwork should hardly
ever be undertaken without them,
for strain of the focussing muscles
from this cause often lasts for hours
?r even days.
The easiest way to tell whether
glasses are needed, or to find out if
they are anything like right, is to
hold the finest print about sixteen
inches off and right in front of the
eyes, with a good light falling on the
print from behind. Keep both eyes
open during the test, and cover first
one eye and then the other with a
card to see if the print looks exactly
alike to each eye. If it does there
is as yet nothing wrong enough to

pay any attention to. After the
fiftieth year this test will show the
slightest imperfections. If one under
thirty finds the print unlike, or is
unable to read with comfort, something is badly wrong. The complicated tests all have their places, but
For General Debility
Use Horsford's Acid Phosphate.

L. Severance, Greenfield,
says:
Mass.,
" For years I have prescribed it in general debility, nervous exhaustion and insomnia, with
the happiest results."
1)k. W.

for the eyes there might be many
frisky centenarians. Spectacles are
often the meansof a ripened wisdom,
and should be its badge and symbol.
Perfectly fitting glasses take every
bit of the strain off the focussing
muscles, and balance and ease and
give the eyes their proper exercise,
even in moderate reading. On the
surface this looks as if good glasses
ought to be worn all the time, but
this is far from right, for such
glasses do so much of the work of
the focussing muscles that these
would become weak from not having
proper work. Until late in life the
focussing mechanism is so powerful
that it can make the sight of a very
imperfect eye, or from a badly fitting
glass, about perfect. This is owing
to the soft crystalline lens. Late in
life the lens hardens, when even
slight imperfections give trouble in
reading; then perfectly fitting
glasses are all the more necessary
else too strong glasses have to be
used and the print magnified so
much that only one eye is used,
for the more print is magnified the
closer and closer it must be held to
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The aged can not hold
I VHE continual breaking of
print close like children and still
lamp-chimneys costs a
read with both eyes at the same
good deal in the course of a
time. Old people who hold print
year.
close read with only one eye.
Get Macbeth's "pearl top"
The old rule, " Wear glasses all
the time," should be changed to or "pearl glass." You will
" Wear glasses just as little as pos- have no more trouble with
sible." Some wear spectacles for
breaking from heat. You will
years, and then by lucky chance
have clear glass instead of
lose them, only to find that they get
misty ; fine instead of rough ;
along better without. After wearing glasses only a few days many right shape instead of wrong;
find the print looks worse to the and uniform, one the same as
naked eyes than before. This is a another.
sure way to tell that glasses are
Our Index" describes all lamps and their
proper "chimneys. With it you can always order
size and shape of chimney for any lamp.
wrong. Most people with trouble- the
We
it

'

the eyes.

some imperfections of the eyes
can not leave their glasses off even
for an hour or so without discomfort.
This is because they have wrong
glasses. The right glasses can be
be put on and taken off at any time
with ease and no more discomfort
followingthan putting on and taking
off a hat.
New York Medical
?

Journal.
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DOMESTIC SCIENCE.
BYMARION A. MACBRIDE.

The richness of fruit juices when
once understood, will add much to
the home table. Plain, simple food
does not mean poor food, which is
inferior in flavor, but the use of natural material in a natural way.

Berries, peaches,pineapple, quince
and plums, all yield good returns and
demand only a liberal covering of
sugar to draw out the rich flavor
and color. Let the fruit stand in
sugar twenty-four hours, then cook
slowly, until the fruit is so thoroughly done that the last particle of
juice will flow readily when the
preparation is strained, then boil
carefully about ten minutes, let the
juice cool and bottle it. A corked
bottle is all sufficient as there will
be no fermentation, if the cooking
process has been thorough. If fermentation does appear turn the juice
into your cooking dish and boil
slowly one-half hour.
This juice is what one requires
for use in pie apple, mince, apricot, or prune. For gelatine it is of
the greatest value as the richness of
flavor comes out most decidedly when
?

used with the gelatinecompound. Of
course the best housekeepers will
use the powdered gelatine, it is so
easy to measure and requires no

cooking.

mail FREE
Address

to any one who

writes for it.
MaCiifth, Pittsburgh, Pa.

of pure aluminum, with an alloy to

give stiffness to the metal, the kettle being alike clear through, and
the possession of one large size aluminum kettle will insure success in
the preserving line.
This is the time to look after new
rubbers for old jars and to get the
jars ready for quick work, as much
good fruit is secured by preserving
a little at a time, as one finds her
daily stock more than is required
for the table.
It is real economy to buy some
pint jars, as all preserved fruit
should be used as soon after the jar
isopened as possible ; and for asm&ll
family, or for an impromptu luncheon or tea, when only a small quantity is required, the pint jar is ex-

actly right.
In the case of jelly, there are se
many rules that one scarcely knows
what to do, but for some years the
writer has not covered jelly-glasses,
but after filling glasses, caps and
bowls, the jelly is allowed to cool
and then put in a cool dark closet
and a width of white cheesecloth
put over the array of glasses, to
protect the contents from dust.
Treated in this manner jelly will
not mould, but a crystallization takes
place, covering the entire top ; this
excludes all air from the body of
the jelly, and its crystallized surface
is very dainty and rich. The difficulty of covering jelly to prevent
mould on top, makes this method of
practical value ; and it has beem
tested by many old housekeepers
whose very experience is invaluable
to the younger worker.
Fruits in every form are such valuable articles of food, that preserves
and jelly become a real necessity.
California fruits which are coming
into our markets in condensed form,
will add largely to the home table, as
the fruits are so prepared that the
entire fruit is retained and requires

At this season the first importance
attaches to the fruit kettle. What
steaming or slow cooking in water,
shall we use ?
to return it to a natural condition.

When one knows how easily the
bestof surfaces may be broken, how
Tiikkk is more Catarrh Ist this section o(
country than all other diseases put toquickly the contact with some of the the
gether, and until the last few years was supposed
For a great many
baser metals will change the flavor years to be Incurable.
doctors pronounced It a local disease,
prescribed local remedies, and by conof preserves, owing to the quick ac- and
stantly fallingto cure with local treatment,
it Incurable. Bcience has proven
tion of fruit acids, then one must pronounced
catarrh to be a constitutional disease, anil,
realize that for fruit, there must be therefore, requires constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
a particular dish, something to be Cheney St, Co., Toledo, Ohio, Is the only constitutional cure on the market. It is taken
internallyIn doses of from 10 drops to a teadepended upon. The aluminum spoonful.
It acts directly on the blood ansl
surfaces of the system. They offer
kettle is the only kettle known to mucous
one hundred dollars for any case it fails to
Send for circulars and testimonials.
expert cooks, in which fruit will cure.
Address
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
scorch
not,
after the sugar
not, can
tW~ Sold by Druggists, 7Sc.
added.
These
is
kettles are made Hall's Family Fills are the best.
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CRUSHED BY HER CROWN!
The great " Book of Martyrs " has never
been written. Fox's famous work dealsonly
with the martyrdom of the body. When
the real book of martyrs is written it will
deal with the mental martyrdom of the
woman who suffered in silence because
modesty would not let her put into speech
the questions that burned in her heart.

SAC H E

If you want to be popular don't think
out loud.
The commonest optical delusion is
that we need glasses.

Helen.

?

What is the most needed

by the poet of today ?
Anna. Postage stamps.
?

It's rather lucky that girls are angels
without wings. If they had wings they'd
likely be killed to trim hats with.

Modesty is the Crown of Maidenhood and
Motherhood, and yet there have been literally millions of women crushed to death
by that crown, that shining symbol of
woman's sovereignty in the home.
?

Here is

A YOUNG GIRL

with reluctant feet
" Standing
Where womanhood and girlhoodmeet."

In the first critical period of her life she
begins to experience suffering which she
necessarily connects with the organs of sex.
What it is she does not know. Why it is
she does not understand. She needs medical advice. But she shrinks from it. Her
modesty is up in arms at the thought of
questions to be asked, of examinations to
be submitted to, both alike repugnant to
delicacy. So she suffers in silence. The
strain on the delicate machinery of her
organism becomes more severe. Painful
trregularitfes become yet more painful.
And so, silently, she treads the painful
path to confirmed invalidism. Her crown
of modesty becomes a crown of thorns.
She sees the glowing lamp light of cheerful homes. She hears the cooing of the
happy babe, the prattle of joyous children,
and she fears that all that life of home and
love it not for her.
Or take the other typical case of the
woman who has entered on the cares and
,
DUTIES OF WIFEHOOD.
She has always been healthy and happy.
But now a change comes. Her eye loses
its brightness. Her step loses its spring.
The color fades from her cheek. Frequently she is compelled to lie down and
rest. She is in constant pain. She looks
dreadingly down the calendar toward the
hour when the burden of motherhood will
be laid upon her. She, too, needs help.
But she too suffers silently, because she
cannot speak and open the door to such
questions or such examinations as her
modesty revolts at. And yet all this suffering is, as has been said, unnecessary,
because to match modesty of speech there
is modesty of hearing.
There is one physician who has fully met
the needs of modest women by offering
absolute confidence in hearing absolute
confidence in consultation?combined with
absolute competence in treatment. His
remarkable discoveries and the way in
which he has met woman's peculiar needs
has made Dr. R. V. Pierce (chief consulting physician to the Invalids' Hotel and
Surgical Institute, of Buffalo, N. Y), the
friend and confidant of tens of thousands
of modest women. In over thirty years
experience with female disorders of every
possible type, treating them to the number
of hundreds of thousands, Dr. Pierce has
been brought into relation with every form
of feminine weakness, feminine peculiarity, and feminine disease. Where a
local practitioner has experimented and
failed with ten cases Dr. Pierce's discoveries and advice have gone staight to the
root and cured ten thousand. Every variation of symptomatology is known to this
life-long specialist. The presence of complications that confuse and baffle the ordinary practitioner are every day experiences
and every day successes to him.
His medical discoveries and his confidential, fatherly advice, are to-day the only
harbors to which weak, hopeless, unfortunate woman can turn for help and get it
ninety-seven times out of every hundred.
Those who turn to him experience at once,
instead of a skirmishing with symptoms,
a banishing of Buffering. His ' Favorite
?

Prescription" not only removes all painful female irregularities but acts directly

on the delicate organs that suffer in the
?train and stress connected with motherhood. It supplies vital force and energy.
Dr. Pierce is st all times ready to give
advice, free of charge, to those who employ
his remedies. Address him as above.
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mately exhausted, and so hecalled to his
"hearers" and said, "Ah, weel, my
britherin, 1 see ye are more interested
in the dog light than in my sermon, and
so I'll close the buike and I'll bet half
a crown on the collie ! "
?

is farther away," asked a
or the moon? "
" Kngland," the children answered,
quickly.
"Kngland? " she questioned. " What
makes you think that ? "
" 'Cause we can see the moon, and
we can't see Kngland," answered one of
the brightest of the class.

" Which

does, alas !

Upon its tired feet ;
While scheming falsehood often has
The softest cushioned seat.

inamorata
" HerInfond
the moonlight sang his woe,

When a well-aimedsoft tomato
Told him that he had no show.
Once when Sir Kobert Peel was inspecting a picture collectionwith a friend
where there was a portrait of a prominent Englishman who was famous for
saying sharp things, " How wonderfully
like," said the friend ; " you can see the
quiver on his lips."
" Yes," replied Sir Robert, " and the
arrows coming out of it."
John Corning, when superintendent
the Central Pacific Railway, paid a
visit to his brother, Erastus, in Albany.
Here he was taken to church, andheard
a sermon remarkable for its length.
" What do you think of our preacher?"
asked Erastus, as they left the church.
" He is very fine," answered the
practical railroad man, " but has poor
terminal facilities."

William Perm, the great Pennsylvania Quaker, was once advising a
drunkard to leave off his habit of drinking intoxicating liquors.
Can you tell me how to do it? " said
the slave of the appetite.
" Yes," answered Perm, " it is just as
easy as to open thy hand, friend."
" Convince me of that, and I will
promise upon my honor to do as you
tell me," replied the drunkard.

"

In a certain village in Kent there lives
an old lady known as " Talkative Sal."
The parson showed too much linen at
his wrist for her liking, so one day,
meeting him in a lane, she said
" Excuse me, parson, but would you
mind my cutting about an inch off your
wrist bands, as I think it very unbecoming to a clerical man."
" Certainly," said the parson, and she
At an early hour in the evening three took from her pocket a pair of scissors
or four of the freshmen wereseen stealing and cut them to her satisfaction.
Having finished, the parson said :?
to their rooms, quietly, unobtrusively,
"Now, madam, there is something
and keeping in the shadows as much as
possible. Their clothes were torn, their about you that I should like to see about
hats crushed, their faces smeared with an inch_shorter."
"Then," said the old dame, handing
blood and dirt, and two of them limped.
"What's the matter, boys?" asked a him the scissors, " cut it to your liking."
" Come, then, good woman," said the
fellow freshman, who encountered them
parson, " put out your tongue ! "
unexpectedly.
" We've been hazing the new Indian
student," answered one of the young
men, after a painful pause.
And the procession limped on.
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Lord Morris, of the Irish bench,
whose procedure is more noted for wit
than for judicial dignity, was once trying a case at Coleraine, in which damages were claimed from a veterinary surgeon for having poisoned a valuable
horse. The issue depended upon wl»ether
a certain number of grains of a particular drug could be safely administered
to the animal. A dispensary doctor
proved that he had often given eight
grains to a man, from which it was to
be inferred that twelve for a horse was
not excessive.
" Never mind yer eight grains, docther," said the Judge. We all knowthat some poisons are cumulative in
effect, and you may go to the edge of
ruin with impunity. But tell me this:
The twelve grains wouldn't they kill
the devil himself if he swallowedthem?"
The doctor was annoyed and pompously replied
I don't know, my lord, I never ha«l
him for a patient."
From the Bench came the answer :?
" Ah, no, docther, ye niver had,
more's the pity! The old boy's still
?

:

?

"

Well, my friend, when thou findest
any vessel of intoxicating liquor in thy
hand, open the hand that contains it
before it reaches thy mouth, and thou
alive."
will never be drunk again."
The toper was so pleased with the
plain advice that he followed it.

"

I'JIK).

RAISED ON

ARE THOSE

teacher, " Kngland

Popularity is the result of being able
to mix in the affairs of other people
" My necktie la disarranged," Sherlock Holmes, Jr., suddenly exclaimed.
without seeming to be meddlesome.
His companion looked at him and
When a man flirts he acts like a fool; said :?
when a woman flirts, she is one. When
" How do you know ? You haven't
a man is in love he talks but little ; a felt of it and there is no mirror here that
woman does little but talk.
you could have looked into. Sometimes,
Mr. Holmes, 1 am almost forced, in spite
Ikky.? Fader, vot is der difference
of your declarations that you do these
between poetry und poesy ?
wonderful things by reasonable, human
Fader.? I don't know, Ikey ; but if processes, to
believe that you must be
I vos you I vouldn't bodder about eider
gifted with second sight. Now what has
of them.
convinced you that your necktie is disA little girl joyfully assured her arranged? "
mother that she had found out where
" I noticed a man look at my tic just
they made horses ; she had seen a man now and then feel of his own," the great
finishing one. " He was just nailing on detective answered.
his last foot."
" Wonderful! Wonderful ! Only your
tic is all right."
The truth will stand." It

"
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It was once usual for Highland shepherds to take their dogs to church and
leave them outside the pews. Two
shepherds at enmity sat on opposite
sides of the aisle one Sunday. Soon
after the sermon began the dogs one
a collie and the other not seemed to
enter into their masters' quarrel. One
tender of the flock and then the other 4m l*U
L*] BD
egged on its animal, and each faithful
dog obeyed his master. The people at
last craned their necks over the pews,
1- ...in.l. v ??»
I'.nrtli making
x<svr«jes»
and when the dogs actually fought not
a few of the congregation were upstandPurest copper and tin only Terms, etc., free.
ing. The minister's patience was ulti- McSHANK
BELL FOUNDRY, Baltlmore.MO.
?
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When overworked, the nerves become una weakened condition of the body
is the result; then the energies are relaxed and
attacks of Cold, La Grippe, Stomach Troubles,
Typhoid and Malarial Fevers follow.
uulna-Laroche (fives strength to the nerves
and muscles, aids digestion,purinesand enriches
the blood, and builds up the entire system.
strung, and

?
Paris: 22 Rue Drouot.
New YorkiE.Fougera& Co., 30 N, William St,
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Fast Mail and Passenger Service
by the Twin-Screw S. S.

Commonwealth
Tons

New England

I.dun Tons
I
New Kngland sails Wed., Auk. 15, Sent U!,

(N>w)l:<,(H>n

Oct. 10.

Commonwealthsails

Wed., Oct. 17, Nov. 14.

ItKDUCKI) KATKS NOW IN KOKCK.
Saloon, ffiO upwards; Jnd Saloon, *.(7..'i0 and

NO; Third Class, *'25.5u.

.

Montreal, Quebec, Liverpool Service.
Dominion, Antf. '-'. >-

Vancouver, Aug. 11.
Winter Kates? Saloon,

$M; '2nd Caliin,

Company's Office, 77 State Htred
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